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A holiday lor all

BatrJaafflMum

Students discuss how they celebrate Valentines
Day when they are single.

Men's basketball head coach Sherman Dillard praises

Sometimes Cupid shoots and misses. As Valentine's Day
approaches, two contemporaries — one male, one female —

senior forward/guard Dwayne Broyles, who scored his
1,000th ca-eer point Monday night.

aim to explain what the day means to each sex.
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Study:
JMU short
on female
professors
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Kerry claims Virginia

BY DREW LEPP

contributing writer
There nearly are 23 times
more female full-time under?;raduate students than female
acuity in the College of
Science and Mathematics. But,
the college is recruiting more
female professors in order to
better represent the female student population, according to
the administration.
In comparison, there are five
times the number of male fulltime undergraduate students
than male faculty in the College
of Science and Mathematics,
according to the 2UU3-04
Statistical Summary.
This means that females
comprise approximately 58 percent of the students within the
College of Science and
Mathematics, yet only represent
about 25 percent of the faculty,
according to the summary.
Among the nation's top 50
research universities about 47
percent of the students graduating with a degree in chemistry
were women, but only about 12
percent of the faculty were
female, according to a recent
study on diversity from Nomorg,
which can be found at

hire I

CHUCK KENNEDY!*™,,*/ Riddtr Tribme
Democratic presidential hopeful John Kerry, O-Mass.. celebrate, with hit wNs Teresa during a victory party at George Mason University Tuesday In Fairfax.

Edwards finishes second,
Clark bows out of race
BY STEVEN THOMMA

now.org/issues/dnrrse/diversihi_re
portpdf.

David Brakkc, dean of the
College of Science and
Mathematics, said, at JMU, 65 to
70 percent of those studying
chemistry are female, but
females comprise about 36 percent of the faculty.
The study also states that
those female students without
female faculty as role models are
more likely to drop out or pursue a career outside their major.
Although JMU's numbers
significantly are better than
the
nationwide
average,
efforts still are being made to
improve, he said.
Brakkc said the shortage of
female representation in the college's faculty is a problem.
"JMU is doing well," he said.
"Our female students are doing
well. But, we could do even better, and we are trying."
The college is in the process
of interviewing new instructors
to teach next year. Brakke said
he is hoping to hire five or six
female faculty members for next

Knight Ridder Tribune
Sen. John Kerry of
Massachusetts swept primaries in Virginia and Tennessee
TUesday, decisively defeating
two Southern rivals near their
i and all but assuring
that he will be the Democratic
Party nominee for president
Kerry easily won in
Virginia, taking about 50
percent of the vote, followed
by Sen. John Edwards of
North Carolina with 26 percent and retired Army Gen.
Wesley Clark of Arkansas
with 9 percent
Kerry also breezed to victory in Tennessee. With
three-quarters of the vote
counted, he had 47 percent,
Edwards 26 percent and
Clark 23 percent.
After finishing third in
CHRIS I.AB2DA/vMnrr4r*>«ny*rr both states, Clark decided to
abandon his presidential bid,
Cats Edward*, the daughter of Sen. John Edwards, cama campaign aide said late
paigned tor her father Monday at JMU in Wan-en Hall.
Tuesday night.
Edwards, a college senior, visited students at the
"General Clark has decidUniversity of Virginia and JMU the day before Tuesday's
ed to leave the race," said
primary election.
Matt Bennett, the Clark cam-

paign's
communications
director. "There was tremendous momentum for John
Kerry, and the mountain got
too steep to climb."
Bennett said the decision was a difficult one,
and that the campaign
opuJ to vv.nl until all the
returns were in before
announcing the decision
A formal announcement is
planned Wednesday in Little
Rock, Ark.
Kerry's victories, his first
in the South, gave him a new
jolt of momentum as he heads
into a showdown next week
in Wisconsin that could leave
him the acknowledged nominee of his party.
He enters the coming
week having won five states
in four days and 12 of the 14
that have voted so far. With
Tuesday's wins, he has shown
political strength in every
region of the country and
among Democrats from all
demographic, economic and
racial groups.
More importantly, he
approaches next Tuesday's

Wisconsin primary without
any clear threat to his nomination.
Clark was teetering on the
edge of political collapse
Tuesday evening. Edwards
lost back-to-back in the region
that he boasted was his "backyard." And former Vermont
Gov. Howard Dean, winless
In 14 states, didn't even contest Virginia or Tennessee and
was hoping for a comeback in
Wisconsin that showed no
sign yet of materializing.
"Once again, the message rings out loud and
clear," Kerry told supporters in Fairfax. "Americans
are voting for change. East,
West, North and now, in
the South."
The nomination virtually within his grasp, Kerry
focused
on
President
George W. Bush rather than
Democratic rivals as he
ticked off states vital to a
fall election victory.
"From
Missouri
to
Wisconsin to Ohio, from the
set PRIMARY, page 5

see STUDY, pageS

Free trade 'harms' Americans

CAROLYN WA1-SER/
atntribuiinn
photographer
The Student

Globalization has disadvantages,
according to visiting scholar

Government
Association and
the Brats Band
Club both
received money
after finance
Mils were

BY KELLY MCCORMACK

contributing writer

SGA passes finance bills
BY ASHLEY MCCLELLAND

SGA reporter

The Student Government Association
passed several finance bilb this week, as it was
its first meeting in several weeks due to snow.
The Senate referred two bills to finance,
and passed two bills that came out of
finance which gave money to both the SGA
and the Brass Band Club.
One of the passed bilb asked the SGA to
spend money in its reserve account in order to
purchase several software programs for the
new SGA computers it bought this year.
The bill originally asked for six programs
— three different programs for each of the
two computers — but the finance committee
decided that the SGA did not need programs for each of the computers. Adobe
Acrobat was cut from the bill, and one of

each of the other two programs, which
include Adobe Sweep Premium and
Macromedia Studio MX 2004 Professional.
"As the SGA, we set
an example for other
organizations," junior
Matt Gray said, finance
committee chair. "We
apply the same standards we would apply to any other group. We
are getting what we need — the bare minimum. The programs are needed for the director of technology and the communications
director to do their jobs."
Another finance bill passed was for the
Brass Band Club to receive $3,958 from the
SGA for two new tenor horns in order to attend
the North American Brass Band Association

SGA

see SGA, page 5

Globalization has many disadvantages, and the majority of
Americans "are being farmed
by" free trade and the unfettered expansion of global capitalism, according to a visiting
scholar who spoke Feb. 10.
The lecture entitled "Why
Corporate Globalization & Free
Markets Are Not the Answer,"
Robin Hahnel, professor of economics at American University,
said all countries benefit as a
whole from trade liberalization,
but prefers a ''bottoms up" form
of globalization that stresses
sustainability and equality.
Those supporting the idea
that the expansion of market
activity and free trade causes
efficiency gains and enhances
the rate of growth in the global
economy "got a free pass and
nobody got to grade (tie exam,"
he told students.
Since the 1970s, the gross
national product per capita has
declined in six of seven regions
that were included in a study
conducted by the Organization
for Economic Cooperation and

Development, according to
Angus Maddison, an economist
quoted by Hahnel in the lecture.
Maddison also found gross
domestic product per capita in
those seven regions was cut in
half from 1973 to 1992.
"Relative to other countries,
we (in the United States) have
been immune to globalization,"
Hahnel said. "That is why we
are less vociferous than those of
Brazil, India, etcetera.
"However, the majority of
Americans are being harmed
by the happenings of the market today. The average real
wage for Americans has not
risen st all," he added.
The belief that shifting
industries and jobs to low-cost
and low-wage will ensure
benefits to business, "does not
take other dynamics into
account," he said.
Wages in Third World
nations are going down, not up,
creating long-term implications,
he said. Also not being
addressed are the environmental impacts of new industrial
production in Third World
countries, Hahnel said.
"There is always an effi-

CHRIS LABZDA/u-nior phouiirapher
Robin Hahnel, professor of
economics at American
University, spoke Fab. 10.

ciency loss and gain, so locating machinery abroad is not
necessarily more productive
than keeping jobs at home, "
he added.
Hahnel said he and Paul
Volcker, former Federal Reserve
Board chairman to former
President Ronald Reagan, share
the view that the disparity crisis
that exists in the world today
was caused by unleashing international finance on less able
global economies. It has been
the greatest falling from grace
since the depression of the
1930s, according to Hahnel.
Junior David Hamr.c agreed
see TRADE, page 5
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POLICE LOG
BY LAUREN MCKAY

NEWS

Thursday, Feb. 12

Elementary school ptolesl
change politics
Court cases define equality

The Ailull Decree Program i- h.i\ klg .in informational meeting ,it ihr Paul Street HOUM .ii noon For information contact
VM kta I.illii .n \H-hK24 or e-nuil iiilitlt ihynrprogram.

Students learn trom Service Fair
Musical medley

The University Program Board and SafeRides present "Scary
Movie 3" in Grafton-Stovall Theatre at 7 and 9:30 p.m. SafeRides
will have a ivfreshrnent table and will be taking donations.
Auditions for "Man Named Charlie," the student film
produced by the school of media arts & design, will be held
In Iransihons from S to 8 p.m. The auditions are for actors,
musicians and crew. Please bring a resume- and an
instrument if one is needed.

Th<> Asian Student I nkm i> hoklm>; ib> .innual
Rose ' hocolah s.ilt >>n the Warren Hall p.iiio between
10 a.m. anil 2 p m. There are a variety of colored roses for
-.ale I hay are one rose lor S3, or two row's for $5. Chocolates
an1 $2 per box for more information e-mail Sharon at kim6sx.

OPINION

House editorial
House cartoon
Darts & pats
Campus spotlight

police log reporter
An unknown person drove down
a landscaped terrace near R2
Lot causing damage Feb. 8 at
1:30 p.m.
In other mailers, campus police
report the following:

Saturday, Feb. 14

To talk ot many things
A scoop ot good humor

Saleldiles Rock-off will be hold in the Festival on the
.fuu nslairs sfa^e at u .TO p.m. IMU bands will be competitine,
for a $500 prut'. Donations benefit SafeKides and will
determine the wlnnan

LEISURE

Friday, Feb. 13

Crossword
Horoscopes

10
10

FOCUS

Candy heart sprinkles
and valentine's Day singles

11

STYLE

What does valentine s
Day mean?
Naturaly 7 concert preview
Ftamona Quimby preview
Reel reflections: "Big Fish"
All things literary

11
11
11
12
15

Possession of Marijuana
Brian W. Harris, 19, of Roanoke.
was arrested and charged with
possession ol marijuana in the
Convocation Center Feb. 8 al

The baseball team opens its season against Longwood
University at Long Field /Mauck Stadium at noon.
The men's basketball team plays the University of North
Carolina-Wilmington in the Convocation Center at 7 p.m.

9:30 a.m.

The Asian Student Union is holding its annual
Rose/Chocolate Sale on the Warren Hall patio between 10
a.m. and 2 p.m. Then- .in? .1 vanity of i-olored roses for sale.
Thev are one n>se for S3, or two roses for $5. Chocolates are
$2 per box. For more information e-mail Sharon at fcftwfojc,

Sunday, Feb. 15
The women's basketball team plays Drexel University in the
Convocation Center at 2 p.m.

The CVertones is hosting its annual Valentine's Day concert
in the College Center Grand Ballroom at 8 p.m. The Madison
Project and Note-Oriety also will be singing.

S

:

milling events to the
n*i s Events Calendar:

Uttering Bad Checks
Non-sludent Terry L. Butterworth,
43, of Harrisonburg was charged
in PC Dukes Feb. 6 at 12:15 p.m.
with using bad checks in various
on-campus locations.
Grand Larceny
A JMU student reported the
larceny of a debit card in the
Music Building between Jan. 20

Ji/lm two

at 8 am. and Jan. 26 at 5 p.m.

SPORTS

Dukes beat Keydets. 76-65
Broyles scores 1,000 lor career

17
17

• :
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Snow Shower
High 40 Low 27

Friday
Mostly Sunny
Saturday

FUN FACT of the Day
Expressing recognition

rather than love,
Utah prairie dogs
exchange "kiSSeS."
By the touching of

-

ST

Property Damage
An unknown person damaged
a debit card deposit system at
Warren Hall Card Services
between Feb. 5 at 9 a.m. and
Feb 9 at 8 a.m.
Number of drunk in public
charges since Aug. 25: SO

Incisor teeth, they

i i.^r^B

Sunday
Partly Cloudy
32/10

46/24

*-"X^"

w in

Today

The Jllatenlne. frozen
surface of Newman
Lake serves aa
waddling ground for a
gaggle of gaasa
Tuesday afternoon.
Geese often are a
prominent fixture of
the lakeside area.

;..

WEATHER
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•

a
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KRISIYNICOUCH/
pholo editor

quickly confirm the
identity of group members.

■**-.

Monday
Partly Cloudy

Partly Cloudy
33/10

MISSION

CONTACT INFORMATION

3*19

MARKET WATCH
A»oldo—CT>W«dnid»y.F«> II 2004
DOW JONES

AMEX

+ 65.33

+ 7.93

dose. 1067918

dose 1243.60

NASDAQ

S&P500

+ 5.35

+ 6.86

close: 2080.68

close: 1152.40
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CLASSIFIEDS
■ How to place a classified Come to
The Breeze office weekdays between
8am andSp.m
■ Cost $3.00 for the first 10 words, $2
for each additional 10 words; boxed
cJasetted. $10 per column inch
■ Deadlines noon Friday lor Monday
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Now Accepting Flex!
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SINGLE BREADSTICKS
2 LITER PEPSI

434-0676

433-1821

298-9439

78 Carfton Street

2485 South mm Street

249 South Aw, Elkton

Br«m M«rl7$7nrf

Rj RT Computer Systems
'---''I

JAMES MCHONE

Corti/'i.'fe' Systems Pa/1

antiuur

o Low Price - Quality Brands
o Expert Advice
o Expert Upgrades & Repairs

'WfonjMU bmjs its engagement rings.
75 Court Square, harrisonburg
(Jfat to •BanfjDf America)
433-1833

Desktops • Notebooks • Printers • Monitors • Scanners • Parts
540-442-7335
Hours:

In Kroger Shopping Center

Mon-Sat, 9am to 7pm

Beside Plan 9 Music

Hair Corral

At

Quiznos

Have a Sandwich and enjoy free" Wi-Fi"

on 42 South a short distance liom Super Wal-Mart; Dayton, VA 540-879-2557

Free Wireless Internet Access at the Harrisonburg Location

Get Ready for Spring Break!
| rSrSS1"

jewelry

,$6-00 Barber Cuts
$9.00 Salon Cuts

Clipper Cuts
Walk-ins Welcome

Tanning Beds Year-Round

S2S.00 200 minutes
$12.50 100 minutes
S3.00 per session

N€*US

Complete Line of
Hair Products
Cosmetics
Accessories

i Free Reg. Soda

BSD

PRUL MITCHELL

1

P

RLDKLN

I Nli11

12 Barbers on Statf

I* 'IIX'

14 Hairstylists on Staff

H3AD

NAIL SAION

Sculptured Nails
Manicures & Pedicures
3 Nail Techs
Waxing

, with purchase of any sandwich
With this coupon, Exp.
|

any other offer.
\

2/19/04

One per Coupon per person per visit. Not Valid with
JAC

CARDS ACCEPTED

Beside Harrisonburg Crossing. 540-432-1302 j
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Musical medleys
Many musicians participated in the
24th annual Contemporary Music
Festival held Feb. 8 to 11.
wetforybelew

NEWS
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I believe they can come up with a better idea
of equal than that."
JOHN STOKES

civil rights activist
•M story Mlow

AROUND
Graduation speaker
applications available
The Student Government
Association is accepting
applications from graduates
who wish to be the 2004 May
commencement speaker
"This is one of the most
honorable and esteemed
selections for a JMU graduate," according to a Feb. 11
current students release.
lnformatio and application can be downloaded
from the SGA Web site at
sga.jmu.edu/grad_speaker.hl
ml, and are due to the SGA
office in Taylor Hall, room
203, by noon Feb. 25.
Those with questions
should contact senior
Brian Nido, SGA vice
president
of
student
affairs, at nidobj.
Spring
and
May
Commencement 2004 will be
held Saturday, May 8. Events
will begin in Bridgeforth
Stadium at 9 a.m.

Music to JM
Musii f\ nival brings arra\

Valentine Variety Show
to be held tonight
Women of Color and the
Brothers of a New Direction
are holding their first
Valentine Variety Show.
It will be held tonight from 8
to 10 p.m. in the PC Ballroom.
Performances
will
include Note-Oriety, Exit
245, Spoken Word and
more, according to a Feb.
10 current students release.

Tickets are $2.
For more information on
this event contact Kristic
Fleming at fleminkm.

Harrisonburg Democrats
elect council candidates
HARRISONBURG —
Mayor Joe Fitzgerald and
Harrisonburg
resident
Allen Finks were elected
Monday
as
the
Harrisonburg Democratic
Committee candidates for
city council.
Candidates "warned that
H.irnsonburg faces tough
decisions ahead ... and both
Fitgerald and Finks said they
would make no rash promises to the people of
Harrisonburg concerning the
city's fiscal health." according to a Feb. 9 press release
from the Harrisonbrug
Democratic Committee.

Scholars discuss segregation, racial relations
White House releases
National Guard papers
WASHINGTON, D.C.,
(Knight Ridder Tribune) —
P/esident George W. Bush
Tuesday released payroll
records and other documents
tracking his service in the
National Guard, but the
pjper trail didn't close all the
gaps in his military record.
White House officials
acknowledged that the
Coast Guard records provide little information
about Bush's activities in
1972, when he transferred
from
his
Texas
Air
National Guard unit to an
Alabama unit to work in a
political campaign there.
Critics contend that he
shirked his duties and
essentially went absent
without leave.
The
payroll
records
include a six-month gap —
from April 16,1972, to Oct. 28,
1972 — when Bush didn't get
paid. The gap roughly corresponds with his stay in
Alabama, from May 1972
until November of that year.
Retired Col. Albert
Lloyd Jr., an expert in military personnel issues who
examined the records for
the White House, said Bush
"completed his military
obligation in a satisfactory
manner." Bush was honorably discharged in 1973.

Elementary school
protest helps change
Virginia race politics
BY JANDI CLARK

contributing writer
Showing that students can
influence politics, a visiting
scholar spoke Monday in
Grafton-Stovall theatre on
segregation and an elementary school protest.
Joanne l ..ibbin, from the
honors department, explained
that civil rights activist John
Stokes was a student leader in
the Prince Fdward County
student protest against the
condition of their schools. He
went on to be a teacher and
principal in Baltimore, Md.,
city schools and was featured
in HK' I'BS Documentary "The
Rise and Fall of Jim Crow,"
Stokes said in Farmville,
April 23, 1951, black students
walked out of an elementary
school to get an equal building.
Stokes showed figures
from 1903 concerning
Prince Edward County
public elementary schools.
There were 10 schools for
287 white students, while
there were 11 schools for
974 black students.
I used to teach third and

fourth grade, and I believe
they can come up with a better ii1i\i of equal than that,"
Stokes said.
He then presented figures from 1910. There were
42 schools for both white
and black students, but
there were 976 and 1,882
students, respectively.
In a period from 1912 to
1927, I*rince Edward County
built seven high schools. Stokes
said. Only one — the seventh,
Robert Kussa Moton High
School — was for AfricanAmerican students, he added.
"1 don't think a third grader could come up with the
formula to make that equal,"
Stokes said.
He said "colored schools''
were built of wood, had outdoor toilets, potbellied stoves
and no other sources of heat.
"White schools" were built of
brick, had indoor toilets and
heat. Farmville High School
had a cafeteria, auditonum
and gym.
Tired of going to school
in shacks heated by nothing
see FIGHT, page 4

U.S. Supreme Court cases
define legal terms of 'equality'
BY JANDI CLARK

contributing writer
Showing the steps it took for
desegregation, the Center for
Multicultural /International
Student Services presented a
Virginia Connection program
Monday night in GraftonStovall Theatre.
Joanne Gabbin, from the
honors department, said the
US. Supreme Court's decision
in the landmark Brown vs. Board
of Education (1954) case overturned the "separate vs. equal"
policy, which resulted from the
decision of the Plessu vs.
Ferguson (1892) case.
The separate but equal
decision did not provide for
equal opportunities and protection under the law for
African-American students,
Gabbin said.
Jacqueline Walker, history
professor, said segregation
historically is one of the older
instruments of social control.
Contrary to popular belief,
she said, segregation first
began in the North before
moving to the South.
Only with the institution of
the 13th Amendment Dec. 18,
1865, did the South hasten to
institute "black codes'' and to

control separation.
Then, according to Walker,
the Civil Rights Act of 1866
spelled out what citizenship
was and meant to U.S. citizens.
The 14th Amendment nearly echoed the Civil Rights Act
of 1866, saying that, as a citizen,
one is entitled to equal protection and due process under the
law, according to Walker.

-66
... when blacks started
to sit down, that's
when the
trouble began.
—Joanne Gabbin
honors department

9V
In the late 1800s, Homer
Plessy sued a train company
for not giving him first class
accommodations, despite
his possession of a firstclass ticket.
The U.S. Supreme Court
said the framers of the 14th
Amendment couldn't have
meant for social equality and

insisted that the races must be
separate but equal, Walkersaid.
Charles Hamilton Huston, a
World War 1 veteran, nearly was
lynched by fellow American soldiers while fighting in France,
Walker said. When he returned
to America, he entered law
school and graduated "numero
uno" in his class
He moved to Washington,
D.C, to aide William Hastings,
dean of the
Howard
University Law School.
According to Walker, he didn't
care about making money, but
what he wanted to do was "go
forth and make revolution."
Professors at the school used
their classes to find a way to
owrthrow or abide by Plessy vs.
Ferguson, Walker said They
found a loophole in the "equal"
bit of the ruling and strategized
to get wcTything exactly equal
for African-Americans.
Gabbin said the rules were
often unclear i>n what people
could do. She said, "Blacks in
the South amid stand almost
anywhere at counters. They
could go around the back of
restaurants to get food. They
could stand in stores to buy
things. But, when blacks started to sit down, that's when
the trouble began."
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FIGHT: Students protest
FKiHT.from page .3
more than a potbellied stove.
Stokes, his twin sister Carrie,
Barbra Johns and Irene Tjvlor
began meeting to discuss what
they could do about their situation. They called their plans
"The Manhattan Project."
On April 22, the gnmp decided to set its plans for a walkout in
morion. They lured the principal
out of the building, called an
assembly and tricked the teacharl into leaving After that, the
entire student body left the
building and marched around
the school, according to Stokes.
Stokes explained that a news
blackout was plao?d on the march
censoring the protest, so Carrie.
Stokes and Johns drafted a letter
to the National Association of the
Advancement of Colored
Persons. This letter put in motion
the events needed to get the students their school.
He said the case of the children in Prince Edward County
was especially instrumental
because it was the only children-led protest. He explained

that parents still sent their children to school in the two
weeks of the protest.
"Busoi picked them up at
home and put them out at
school," Stokes said. "Our
chauffeurs picked them up at
school and took them home. I
was a chauffeur."
He also explained that a
cross was burned in the Moton
schoolyard, but the only news
organization that covered the
event was the Richmond AfroAmerican newspaper. Every
other newspaper denied that
the event happened.
Schools were closed from
1954-'59 as a result of the protest
Stokes said, "You have to fight
tor what you believe in because no
one will fight for you." He also
urged the audience to vote and to
write their congresspeople.
Junior Andrew Price said,
"1 thought, on the whole, it
was a really interesting presentation. I was expecting more of
a history lesson and less personal stories, but it was still
very fascinating."

Now

Students gain knowledge at Service Fair
wanting to volunteer in
Harrisonburg or throughout
the world. Community Servicolx'aming offers hands-on application as well, according to
Lindsay Brannan, the aging
service coordinator at CS-L
Kate Duffy said the Free
Food for All Soup Kitchen at the
Uttic drill nstaurant, run by
Our Community Place, is popular among volunteeis.
"A lot of JMU students come
in and help," Duffy said. "If s a
cool opportunity to get involv.it
with the Harrisonburg community and to get away from the
JMU bubble."
The National Multiple
Sclerosis - Blue Ridge Chapter
also was represented at the fair.
Students who only want a onetime commitment can help
raise money for MS research
and local programs.
"This is a great volunteer
opportunity for students
because they can team up with
their friends and work toward
a good cause," said Diane

BY STEPHANIE STRAUSS

staff writer
Many students curious
about volunteer opportunities
said they found a wealth of
knowledge at the Service Fair
in Transitions Monday.
About 15 organizations
were represented at the fair,
ranging from small ministries
to large, well-known groups.
For some students, volunteering offered hands-on training to supplement their classroom experiences.
The ARC of Harrisonburg/
Rockingham County, dedicated
to educating people with mental
retardation, provides valuable
practicum training for special
education or psychology majors,
according to Dan Suggs, executive director of the ARC.
"Students get a real world
experience, and have a chance
to get away from dusty textbooks for once," Suggs said.
For students fulfilling service requirements for class or

HUNTER MCGUIRE SCHOOL

OPEN HOUSE

Farineau, program director for
the National MS Society.
Some booths devoted to volunteer work with children.
Joy Ranch is an organization
designed to help at-risk youth.
"Ifs really tough to work in ,i
childmi's home.' said I'rogram
Director Angel Haiti. "But, it
challenged me, helped me
j;n>u and helped me discover
myself. When you can see you
changed a child's life for the
better, you forget about the
hard stuff," she added.
Big Brothers Big Sisters of
America also was represented
at the Service Fair.
"Students can get involved
in kits of ways," said Con Caw.
mtergonerational project manager for Big Brothers Big Sisters.
The mentoring program
attracts the most JMU students, particularly because the
time commitment only is an
hour a week and most of the
schools involved are within
walking distance of the JMU
campus, according to Cave.

IS Quality Life + Qualify Food ■ Saigon Cafe
<3
c

I

Senior Kristin Bracht. a
social work intern who works
in conjunction with Big
Brothers Big Sisters of
Harrisonburg, enjoyed working at the organization. "You
get to know a child well," she
said. "It's very rewarding. Kids
love having a big brother."
Sophomore Alina Foo,
who attended the Service
Fair, said, "Everyone here
gave a lot of good information. I'm here to explore my
options after graduation."
Senior Naomi Sandier said
the Peace Corps booth attracted her to the Service Fair. "1
was looking for options in
environmental work," she
said "Peace Corps is a big
name, and I fell that they'd
have a lot to offer."
Graduate student Stephen
Held attended the fair specifically to sign up for Big
Brothers Big Sisters. "Friends
ol mine currently are doing it,"
he said, "and they have a great
time with the kids."

"Quality Life ♦ Quality Food = Saigon Cale

Authentic Vietnamese Cuisine

n

Saiga* Csfk
+
£

Family owned and operated since 1996
We specialize in shrimp dishes
and making tofu taste delicious

Outdoor
Dining
Available

Include tofu with any Entree

Vietnamese Soup Pho

Tuesday, February 24, 2004
9:30 A.M. and 5:30 P.M.
74 Quicks Mill Road, Verona
(540) 248-2404
www.huntermcguire.org
Academic Excellence
VA1S Accredited - K-5
Personal Integrity, Leadership, & CiUzenship
Art, Music, Technology, Spanish

t

Soups
Appetizers
Char-Grill
Vegetarian
Seafood
Beef
Chicken
Pork

Lunch Buffet Friday & Saturday
Monday-Saturday Shrimp Buffet
11:30-2:00
11:30-2:00
$5.99
$7.45

540-434-5750
Antique Mall • Rolling Hills Shopping Center
787 East Market Street • Harrisonburg

Quality Life + Quality Food = Saigon Cale Quality Life ♦ Quality Food • Saigon Cafe
Q Qua

rtSSfc
QtM

Award Winners fop
fraternity/Sorority Life
^^Excelence Awards
Outers of the Year:

fraterlitv:
■ratemity: Theta Chi
Sorority: Alpha Phi

Fraternity Man of the Year:
Ryan Howard, Pi Kappa Alpha (PfKA)
S<)rority Woman of the Year:
^/\ndrea Innes, Sigmo Kappa

Thursday Night

LIVE

Outstanding Volun"tteer:

Come check out the

Dance Party
from 10pm until 2am
Look for specials!

Fraternity: RotfHonec, Theta Chi
Sorority: Lauren Gardner, Tri Delta

A
^^A^
-^«

Living the Ritual
Fraternity: Lindsey Clarke, Theta Chi
Sorority: Carrie Meadows, Tri Delta

Outstanding New Member:
Fraternity: Ben Rosenberger, Theta Chi
Sorority: Katie Warner, Sigma Kappa

Bring ycwVa ten tine to Biltmore
/y^N on Friday or Saturday night

.and get % FREE desserty
•one dessert per couple, starting at 4pm

Outstanding Senior
Fraternity: Jeff Lewis, TheTpTChi
Sorority: Amanda Dean, Tri Sigma

Outstandng Advisor:
Fraternity: Father John Grace, Theta Chi
Sorority: Cannie Campbell, Zeta Tau Alpha

call 801.0221 for more information

Congratulations!

News
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TRADE: Lecture helps students
understand economic principles
TRADE, from page )

with this belief "h am of the
top economists see* something
is wrong with this system, his
opinion should still be one thai
is listened too," he said,
Hamric
said
Joseph
Stiglitz, the chief economist
at the World Bank Group
who criticized many of the
policies of the Internaticiui!
Monetary Fund and the
World Bank, was fired after
he saw something wrong
with neoliberal globalization
and voiced his concerns.
Hahnel explained how the
economic gap between people
effects the economy.

"The neoliberal school of
economics aggravates the gap
of global inequalities between
the have and the have-nots,"
Hahnel Mid
"This widens inequalities
both within and between
countries, and is very
dtftructlvt to tlu' envimnmrnt hmpirically and theoretically, open markets and
free enterprise need to be
seriously analyzed."
Japan and China, the success stories of Asia and the past
couple decades, did not rely on
the traditional comparative
advantage of free trade and
open markets. They shut their

doors and strictly managed the
financial market, a situation
Hahnel called a "$900 billion
liquid guerrilla that sits wherever it wants."
Sophomore Katie Clark
said, "Corporate globalization has a disastrous effect on
the lives of those forced into
sweatshops and the undemocratic nature of the international economic institutions
that get to dictate how globalization will spread.
"Hahnel's lecture helped
me understand how those
issues are tied to real concrete
economic principles, and thus
helps me discredit corporate

globalization in it-- own language," she added.
Senior Brian Bomhardt,
leader of a progressive group
mat co-sponsored the event,
said, "1 was particularly
impressed with how thoroughly l>r. Hahnel went through the
arguments
Bemhardt said he liked the
professor's "detailing of not
only how corporate-led globalization increased inequality
and environmental destruchon, but also of how capital
liberalization and trade liber■HiaHci can actually lead to
efficiency loses and slower
rates of growth."

STUDY: Geology, physics departments
have JMU's worst female-to-male ratio
STUDY, from page 1

year and further close the gap
in the gender ration! Mailtv.
Of all potential employees interviewed so far
Brakke said about 50 percent were tem.ilr Among
those are a female candidate
for head of the biologv
department and a female
astronomer for the physics
department.
Geology and physu s ,m
the two programs with the
worst female-to-male ratio
at JMU.
According to noordl
obtained from Sandra
Delawdcr, an administrative
assistant in the geology
department, geology has 37

temale and 39 male m.ijorv
Records from loana
Niculescu, a physics professor,
show the physics department
h,is lf> female and 63 male
m,i|or>- Both only have one
female laculty member out of
! l total in geology and 12 total
in physics.
Niculescu
the
lone
female JMU physicist, who
^ >»^ .in um.ieigi.Hiu.ite student in Romania said of her
early studies, "In Romania,
about half of my physics
professors were female. It
never occurred to me having female professors would
ever be a problem until I
came to the [United Statesl."
\KU1CSCU said the prob-

lem was that not many
women in America are
encouraged to get a doctoratt
in physics. This shortage of
female physicists has caused
pressure from the college to
hire women, she said.
She also believes that more
female faculty are needed
because "somebtxly like [the
female students) might help."
Senior geology major
Melissa Orndorff agreed. "I
think it would be good if we
had more female faculty as role
models."
Geology professor Cindy
Keams said she has no problem working in her male-dominated field.
"Maybe it has to do with

geologist's personalities, but to
every female geologist I v<ever known, this doesn't seem
to be a pniblem," she said.
Sociology professor Mary
Lou Wylie said she hears wry
little complaints from students
regarding the male-to-female
faculty ratio
Despite a lack of complaints, Wylie still helped
establish a faculty group on
campus called Women in
Science a few years ago. She
said this group hopes to create
courses that would integrate
women's issues into science.
Iludget crunches have
restrained the group's activities, but it is hoping tit expand
soon and offer more classes.

Last chance!
Tomorrow is the final day to turn in applications to be an editor at
The Breeze for the 2004-05 school year. Submit a cover letter, resume
and five clips to Alison Fargo, editor in chief, to The Breeze office
in the basement of Anthony-Seeger Hall by 5 p.m. Friday.

Harrisonburg 0B/GYN Associates, PC

PRIMARY:
Edwards second
PRIMARY, from page 1

heartland to both coasts, the
wreckage of the Bush economy is all around us," Kerry
said. "To all of America we
say tonight, get ready, a new
day is on the way."
Kerry picked up the majority
of the 151 delegates awarded
Tuesday, ending the day with a
total of 4W. That's about 13 percent of the 2,162 needed to
secure the nomination.
Through Tuesday, Dean had
182 delegates, Edwards had 146,
Clark had 84, the Rev. Al
Sharpton of New York had 12

and Rep. Dennis Kucinich of
Ohioh.id two.
Though it will take several
more WVtkl of voting for Kerry
to clinch the nomination mathem.itic.illy, Tuesday's voting
confirmed that Democrats
around the country largely are
ratifying the choice made in
the first two slates to vote,
Iowa and New Hampshire.
And with an accelerated primary calendar set up by the
party to wrap up the nomination quickly, voters in late-voting states could be left without a
voke in the process.

SGA: Junior earns
Student of the Month
SGA, from page 1

Competition in March.
The group received the
money from the SGA and
plans on purchasing a third
instrument through money it
fund raised.
The Senate also passed a
resolution about the university administration changing
the class withdrawal policy.
Junior Clark Nesselrodt,
SGA director of communic.i-

tions, was unavailable for
comment on this policy
Wednesday.
The SGA also recognized
the January Student of the
Month,
junior
Leah
Goodman.
Goodman is on the JMU
Council
for Exceptional
Children;
she
was
a
FReshman Orientation Guide
and an Alternative Spring
Break trip leader.

www.thebreeze.org

Are you tired of dealing with roommates?
Looking for a quiet and peaceful environment'
onment!

C. Larry Whittcn. MD M. Catherine Slusher, MD Louis E. Nelson, III, MD
Herbert E. Bing, MD Michael J. Botticelli, MD Jason K. Gentry, MD
Maribcth P. Loynes, MD Sherry L. Mongold, FNP

W&mmndCffiiAe
(♦APARTMENTS ♦)

Are pleated to announce

Maribeth P. Loynes, MD

'room
ledroomfk

Hat joined their practice ofObttetrict and Gynecology
2291 Evelyn Byrd Ave.
Harrisonburg, VA

NIKKI KAHNVAM/**/ RiMtr Trihune

Presidential candidate Sen. John Edwards, D-N.C, speaks
over the applause of supporters during an appearance
Monday at Johnson Hall at George Mason University.

(540) 434-3831
(8001 545-3348

Accepting New Patients

433-1744

www.TheGrandn,

i shed
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Let Victoria flcral
"Keep you cut cf the E)t>e HDMMT
Opdcryour Valentine 0m*0* today.....+M-J222

Victoria floral
Dcwntown t Im i K« mini v
Hours: M-F 7«m-8pm
SAT 7«m-7pm
SUN 10am 5pm
600 University Blvd.

7 Cinnamon Bear

433.2867

Flex It!
Go Wireless

Breakfast ALL DAY!
Breakfast Burrito

$3.29

egg, ham, Cheddar cheese, tomato, I onions

Breakfast in a Wrap of Kaiser Root

$3.59

eggs, bacon, cheddar cheese, avocados, tomatos, t mayo

Veggie Wrap

$3.19

•ggs, cheddar cheese, spinach,green peppers, red onions, veggie cream
cheese.t tahi sauce

Egg & Cheddar Cheese on a Bagel or Croissant

$2.29

add bacon or sausage $2.99

Taylor Ham, Egg & Cheese on a Bagef
Bagels
Low Fat cream cheese Regular, Strawberry, A Veggie

$3.19
$ .65
$1.39
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Are you never
without your camera
and filmP
Then you should apply to be
photography editor of the 2004-2005
Bluestone yearbook!

Still looking for housing next year?

^3

Madison Manor
2 Bedrooms
Fireplace
Private Deck
Pool & Tennis Courts
Furnished

Applications can be picked up at
Anthony-Seeger room 217.

Questions about the positionP
Contact Kari at deputyke@jmu.edu or
stop by Anthony Seeger this Sunday,
February 15th from 4-9 pm.
Experience in print and digital
photography, and Photoshop perferred.

265 S. Liberty Street
Rent $ 825.00
Total Water included
Close to campus on Liberty Street
3 Levels
One bedroom Is 12x28

437 S. Mason Street
(5) Two bedroom apartments
Rent $500 00 to $580.00
Water and hot water provided
with rent
Leases start 6/04 or 8/04

ft B
Looking for a

UNIQUE GIFT

to give that special someone this

Hunter's Ridge
Townhomes

VALENTINE'S DAY?

Four Bedrooms
Two Bathrooms
$225/mo per person
Completely Furnished

J-M's Apartments
One Two. Three & Four Bedroom
Large Rooms

One Bedroom: $395
Two Bedroom: $220 Each
Three Bedroom: $200 Each
Four Bedroom: $200 Each

\p Professional,
Friendly

Environment
<• Autoclave
Sterilization
<• New needles

531/533 Roosevelt Square
Nice 4 bedroom furnished
townhouses
Large bedrooms
W/D D/W Icemaker
Big Living room
$275 00/person
Close to campus

every time

540-433-5612

w

200 South Ave Harrisonburg, VA
Q
HOURS

Mon- I rturs
12 noon-8PM
Fri-Sat
12 noon -10PM

For mote information, contact Hill Rinei at

CLOSED SUNDAY
Piercing not tvailable on

438-8800

Merrily

http://home.adelphia.net/~rent/

w
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The closest thing men have ID a male holiday is
the Super Bowl. I Think we need a masculine
holiday to even out the field a bit.
DEAN CAMP

sophomore
t— column, Mow

OPINION

12, 2004 I

THE BREEZE
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As a student, one has a responsibility
to JMU and the community, and,
therefore, Judicial Affairs exists to
uphold that responsibility. Being
called to a hearing ... isn't like being
thrown to a pack of hungry wolves.
i editorial, Mow

■ A Scoop of Good Humor
HOUSE

Annual 'War of the
Roses' approachs
OeanCamp
VA? sec the decorations arc
up. We notice the pharmacy
has stocked up on teddy bears
and that all our favorite candies only are now sold in girlish-colored wrappers.
From this point on, a man's
reaction to Valentine's Day is a
lot like that of a dog who knows
it's on its way to the vet
As wc start putting the
pieces together in our head,
our eyes begin darting around
the room in a frightened
panic. Then, finally, the realization hits us, and an overwhelming anxiety cascades
down our bodies. That is
about the point when we pee
in our carrying cages and
gnash our teeth at anybody
who tries to pet us. Some of us
even carry our metaphors on
so long that people stop reading our column altogl
We do have reason to panic
though, for we fear what we
do not know, and Valentine's
Day is a complete female enigma to us.
• •
However, then- are multiple
aspects of this holiday that boggle men's minds First off — the
roses. I just recently found out
from a female friend of mine
that each color carries a specific
meaning. 1 ,ct me shan' what I've
learned of this rose code so far:
RED:
love
WHITE: friendship
PEACH: happiness
CORAL-PEACH: Impending
doom
IRIDESCENT BLUE/PURPLE:
You've recently experimented
with acid.
I think I speak for all men
when I say that I didn't know a
secret language existed at all,
much less how to use it or that I
shouldn't eat the stems. So girls,
to clear up any confusion, the
following is how guys peroivc
the rose color code.
RED:
pretty
WHITE: pretty
PEACH: pretty
IRRIDESCENT BLUE-PURPLE:
pretty awesome
I didn't even bother to put both
peach and coral cm the same list
because our eyes are incapabk' of
distinguishing between the two.
Make no mistake about it,
Valentine's Day is a female holiday. Thedo*-.! thing we have to
a male holiday is the Super Bowl.
I think we need a masculine holiday to even out the field a bit.
How about a "Die Hard

Day? The festive color would be
grill-bum black and the official
symbol would be an explosion.
Instead of a dozen roses and a box
of chocolates, your significant
other presents you with a 12 pack
of lager and a 34 oz. porterhouse.
After dinner, you'd dim the
lights, curl up in each other's
grossly bloated aims and settle
down for a Bruce Willis movie of
your choosing with the obvious
exception of "Look Who's
Talking." It is off limits because I
don't believe "Mikey" ever was
packing heat — that is, unless
you count what was in his diaper. Women ven may have the
option of choosing the movie.
Hist so long as the title and/or
opening sequence begins with
the word "die."
Another advantage of "Die
Hard'VSteak Day is that it is easier to notice if somebody waited
until the last minute. With
Valentine's Day, your valentine
could buy a box of chocolates at
the 7-Eleven and grab some
flowers out of your neighbor's
garden and you would never
know. This is because you cannot
necessarily tell the difference
between cheap and expensive
chocolates or between storebought and handpicked flowers.
However, I think you'd
notice pretty quickly if the
neighbor's dog was missing a
M-OS. section near its hind
legs. You'll also know right
away your date did things last
minute if, instead of Guinness,
they run in with a partly consumed Colt 45, sweat running
down their face and a cursing
hobo chasing close behind.
However. I must admit that
there are some aspects of
Valentine's Day that I do like
Eor instance, Valentine's cards
make saying "I love you" a
whole lot easier. I just wish that
all of life's events came with
catchy little cards to sugarcoat
them. For example:
FRONT: My heart is all yours ...
INSIDE: ... And so is the
kid. Look me up if you're
ever in Mexico.
I'd really like to see Hallmark
make more "I iiok me up if you're
evai in Mexico" cards. Another
card I would like to see them
make is a "Sorry I never finished
my column" card. That would
really come in handy when, say,
tins sentence ends.
(Iran Camp is a junior
SMAD major.

EDITORIAL

Judicial Affairs promotes healthy lifestyles
It's big. It's bad. It's scary.
Ifs the Office of Judicial Affairs.
Judicial Affairs has a reputation
just as any other law-enforcing
institution — you don't want to
mess with it because it can get you
into some deep trouble.
But, what students fail to realize is that Judicial Affairs has
something else in mind when it
sends its latest offenders to outreach programs.
"Really, we're here to promote an
environment at the university that
best leads to education," said Michael
Way, director of Judicial Affairs.
As a student, one has a responsibility to JMU and the community, and, therefore, Judicial Affairs
exists to uphold that responsibility. Being called to a hearing for a
violation isn't like being thrown to
a pack of hungry wolves. In fact,
half of those who make the final
judgment are student volunteers.
That's right — despite contrary
belief, Judicial Affairs isn't made
up of adults who get pleasure out
of sentencing students with

strikes and boring programs. Of
the 50 individuals who sit on the
Judicial Council, 25 are students
— the other 25 are faculty or staff
members. And, chances are, if you
are sent to a two-hour program on
alcohol awareness, the instructor
also will be a student.
Judicial Affairs is here to lead
JMU students down the right
path. Students' newly found freedom of living away from home
comes with responsibility, and
they are treated with just as much
respect and fairness as adults in
the "real world."
In its mission statement, the
Office of Judicial Affairs declares
its purpose that they "are committed to promoting student learning, civic responsibility and, in
partnership with others, developing the environment necessary for
the university to best achieve its
educational mission."
Notice that there is nothing in
the statement that claims it is out
to cause the student body
headaches. Any student caught

and charged with a violation of
university policy receives the
right to a fair trial. There also ire
"flexible violations," which can
be considered major or minor
offenses subjectively — alcohol,
drugs and gambling are among
these. And who wants someone
who commits such as sexual
assault or theft, to be around
campus, anyway?
"We're only as effective as students perceive us to be fair," Way
said. In other words, if students realize that Judicial Affairs is here to do
good, they'll be more open to learning and benefit from the program.
Next time you're caught redhanded (or red-cupped), don't be
so scared of Judicial Affairs. The
punishment you are about to
receive probably is deserved, and
Judicial Affairs is here to make
sure that you aren't going to do
harm to yourself or others once
again. Remember that being a student also means having a responsibility — and that is what you
should live up to.
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A "grow-up-immature-brats" dart to the
individuals who insisted tin throwing waffle
mix onto the windows and exterior walls of
[>hall.

From four junior guys who loved watching
you both move back and forth between the two
and following you wherever you went.

From a diner uiw does not appreciate your disrespect of his sdiool. and hopes lltal you will be
adults and volunteer to clean tl up.

Pat-

A " budget-cuts-can-kiss-my-butt" dart
to Library Services tor having every single
one of its copiers break down without giving students other copying options.

"To the press akme, chraumd. asil is with abuses, the world is
indebted for all the triumphs which have been gained by
reason aitd humanity over error and oppression."
— lames Madison

EDITORIAL POLICY

A "thanks-for-letting-us-have-funby-taking-away-your fun" pat to the
couple who couldn't get romantic in
the UREC spa or sauna.

Dart...

David Wendelken

Theh>»j"
I <htMipmknu* the nJttiinal Kurd w a whole, and u
nut nc.i.>-nii. thcopMOQol M) iihlinJiwI MjHincmhcr irfTtS* Br«?e

Dart..

A "you-saved-us-when-we-we recold" pat to the pi/za delivery guy who
picked us up on the side of the road and
drove us where we wanted to go.
From the three cold and poor sophomore
girls who couldn't find a ride on a cold,
wintery Friday night.

From an annoyed senior who Ims liad lo
spend several nights in the stacks lumd-writing pages out of books as a result of vet another example of this uniivrsity's cheapness.

Dart.

Pat...
A "you-made-our-night" pat to the police
officer who cited us for off-mading in the
commuter lot, but treated the situation lightly and with understanding — joking around
with us during the process.
From two guys who appreciated thai you realized we were just being idiots and were bored, but
not really trying to cause any trouble.

A "get-a-life".dart to the two "classy"
girls who so ekxjuently bashed a fun accessory and made themselves lix>k like bitter.
ugly, ignorant fools.
Front tun) real classy son>nty girls who love
uvaring boxvs and have been on the dean's list fir
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(tarn

Going skydi

kg time with
my best friends who
art driving down to
$et me.

i breakfast

campus
SPOTLIGHT

Heather Jorgensen
junior, nursing

1 throughout

&

.......

Christy Eroe
x4uuf. hospitality

boyfriend is
planning on taking
boat
urith dinner
and dancing."

Charmaine Wingfield

Kat'

senior, iii.uRcnm!

senior, biology

What would be your ideal Valentine's Day?
■ To Talk of Many Things

Primaries show change in voter opinion, Kerry seems unstoppable
JonathanKelly
The ivsults of the Virginia and
Tennessee primaries Tuesday
served to confirm the power of
the juggernaut campaign that
John Kerry has conducted to win
the rXtnocratic nomination for
prukklll, He cruised to two
more resounding victories in
Virginia and Tennessee.
Howard Dean, meanwhile,
has seen his once-flourishing pres-

idential prtspects abruptly vanish.
The Virginia and Tennessee
primaries were significant
because they served as a particularly interesting test ground to
weigh the remaining candidates' relative strengths and
weaknesses agaiast each other.
In these two Southern states,
John Edwards obviously held
promise with his Southern
background, along with an

enticingly exuberant air.
Retired Gen. WtsWy Clark
possessed some of this appeal as
well, with his Arkansas background and military pedigree.
Kerry had the advantage of not
only having the most prestige
within the party, but also a winner's appeal that was augmented with every conquest in the
races fading up to this w eek.
Kerry's campaign momen-

Mb,

tum turned out to be decisive in
securing him fresh Win in two
Southern states despite his New
Kngland heritage.
Clark also never Kid recovered
from the disabling blow that Kerry
dealt him in New Hampshire,
where he had expected to run
against Dan one-otvone.
Clark simply was rait prepared to fight a newlv empowered Kerry and Edwards, fresh

from their strong Iowa showings,
and lack of momentum culminated in his campaign's end Tuesday.
Kerry seems all but certain
now to attain his party's blessing,
and he certainly has many positi vo
things going for him. His stature in
the party and his moderate-to-liberal positions on economic and
social issues have enabled him to
gather support fmm many types
of Democratic voters.

Kerry's venerable success
is extraordinary considering
that, at the beginning of the
year, Dean was said to be
unsioppable. This year's
Democratic nomination story
simply demonstrates that, as
in sports, nothing is certain
in politics until the tinal outcome is established.
lomitluvi Kelly is a junior pclitbrj Kkhct major.

Find Unique Handmade

Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.

vatte}
JGJfts for Everyjggl
carry a fine selection of local and internal
of art, Virginia products and unique d^P.

1 LARGE TOPPING
I 28 OZ. BOTTLES OF COCA COLA PRODUCT

Pottery, Unique Handmade Jeweby, Candles & Soap,
Haftdblown GlaM,
ss, Water Color,
Color. Penci
Pencils, Scenic prints,
^^Jarden Arg^r

$9.99

Enter to win ■ local handsMSle
han
birdhlousc valued at S220
by Mr. Blrdhouse
No Purchase Necessary
Drawing April, 1 2004

^

Free Drawing

433-PAPA
(7272)

Located
minutes Irom
Harnsonburg
Go east on 33.
3 lights past the mall
On the left side of 33
by Gayle's Market

Mon.-Sat.

10a.m. - 6p.m.
Sunday 10a.m. - 5p.m.

540-564-1511

_pw Prices - Best Food - Low, Low, Low Prices - Best Fq_

Expand Your Knowledge.
Enhance Your Credentials. Earn
Your Master's At Hopkins!

I md China Express [
^ Free Delivery
r-i___ m

.

.

(540) 568-9899 *
Sun-Thu until 1am

Apply Today.
Enhance your credentials and prepare
yourself for career success with a master's
degree from The Johns Hopkins University
Advanced Academic Programs. You will learn
from Johns Hopkins, government, and private
industry experts; experience small classes;
and select from a variety of applied and
theoretical courses.
MASTER'S DEGREES AND
CONCENTRATIONS
Hii.U<lin.ili>li\
Concentrations: Bioinformatics •
Biotechnology Enterprise • Molecular Targets
and Drug Discovery Technologies • Regulatory
Affairs
Communication in Contemporary

Society
Concentrations: Digital Libraries • Digital
Technologies • Film and Media • Political
Communication and Public Relations

Applied Btason
. ,-ill-en ami
folio
Ijhrral ArU
MS MKAKiotrehnoloty*'

Government
Concentrations: Homeland Security i
Justice • Political Communication

Bidtct'tinolu©' Enterprise
"! (iradiiale
i I jbrral Alt!

Writing
Concentrations: Fiction <
Science-Medical

Law and

Nunfiction • Poetry >

Super Combo
' SC1 Chicken Broccoli
SC2 Pork, Chicken, Beef or Shrimp Chow Mein
SC3 Sweet and Sour Chicken
SC4 Sweet and Sour Pork
SC5 Moo Goo Gai Pan
* SC6 Chicken with Garlic Sauce
* SC7 Hunan Chicken
SC8 Pork with Mixed Vegetables
SC9 Mixed Chinese Vegetables
* SC10 Hunan Vegetables
SC11 Chicken with Cashew Nuts
•SC12KungPao Chicken
* SC13 Szechuan Chicken
SC14 Almond Chicken
•SC15 Hunan Beef
SC16 Pepper Steak
SC17 Beef with Broccoli
*SC 18 Szechuan Beef
SC19 Jumbo Shrimp with Lobster Sauce
SC20 Shrimp with Mixed Vegetables
* SC21 Hunan Shrimp
SC22 Triple Delight
* SC23 General Tso's Chicken
SC24 Sesame Chicken
SC25 Four Seasons
SC26 Pork, Chicken, Beef, or Shrimp Lo Mein
SC27 Chicken with Vegetables
* SC28 Orange Flavored Chicken

All entrees come with
Sweet and Sour Chicken
Spring Roll
8 oz. Plain Fried Rice
and choice of soup:
only gffi
Wonton,
Egg Drop.
or Hot and Sour

" Indicates Spicy (can be altered to taste)

and don't forget..
25c Cheese Wontons
(limit 2 with Si5 purchase)
Lunch Special S3.95 and up

Knilutmiii
with the Whitinn SCIKK
i- tllttliSrh.. !

0nseriDj

1.H00.847.3330 or visit wwwjhu.edu/advanced.

China Express
1031 Port Republic Rd

|0ll\MI<)|'KI\S

ttl \i K ind S. iriiK-s
Mvanctd Icicle ink Prunm

Washington, D.C. | Baltimore, MD | Rockvillc, MD | Online
All programs are not available at all locations.

Menu, Specials and Map Found On

Go[L©®feOn.com
o-\ AAQ-| AAOI ■ poo j )sag - sealed/won '/won AAOH - poo 4

o
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Volunteers Needed
for Diabetes Research Study
Volunteers needed for a study to determine driving risks of Type 1 diabetics.
Your participation may benefit diabetic drivers of the future. We are interested In having you participate If you:
• have a driver s license and drive at least 5,000 miles a year
* measure your blood sugar level two or more times a day
► are willing to complete a brief monthly survey for
12 months and a dnvmg diary for one month

Take a practice test at
Kaplan's Test Drive and find out.

Upon completeion of the study you will receive:

February 28th, 10am
JMU - Burruss Hall
Sponsored by Center (or Professional Development!

' one free OneTouch Ultra LifeScan blood glucose meter
► one month of meter supplies ► up to $ 150 in compensation
Daniel J. Cox, Principal Investigator. Center for Behavioral Medicine Research
For more Information:

To register, cad or visit us online todayl

HIC #10244

Karen Vandecar
dlabetesdriving®vlrginl».edu
434-924-0481 or 800-251-DOCS ext. 4-0481
' IH.VI.INC

I II f

FACE

JAMES

OF

1-800-KAP TEST
kaptest.com/testdrive

KAPLAN

T JNJ VERSITY
^■'VIRGINIA
I HEALTH SYSTEM

Test Prep and Admissions
■*Sl names •* r*

M I l> I ( I \ I

Make a difference! Come join our team at...

MADISON
UNIVERSITY.

Community Service-Learning

™

V

Service Coordinator

ASB Coordinator

Coordinates the service-1 earning
needs of students, faculty, and
community agencies through
classroom visits, community
agency contacts, student
placement and reflection
sessions.

Facilitates students' leadership
development and logistics of
the JMU Alternative Spring
Break Program This person
must have led a JMU
Alternative Spring Break or
similar experience

Federal Work Study
Coordinator
Provides program and office
support for the America Reads
and Community-based Federal
Work Study Program
Coordinates the needs of
students and agency contacts.

Applications are available on
February 9 and will be due February 25.
For more information about the positions, please
visit www.jmu.edu/csl or call us at: 568-6366

IT Coordinator
Facilitates technology needs of
students, faculty and staff within
the Community-Service Learning
Office.

A SB Accounting Position
Coordinates processes for maintaining all ASB payments and financial business, does data
processing, helps with ASB budget
development, and assists with ASB
logistics as needed.

Please Stop by Wilson 201
for applications.

S* RING ftf$AK
V

Mo Plans Vet? Can'-t aWord Cancun, But still crave -the
ijaur the -tun,-the exrtrefwe and voild party a-trviosphere?
to e,et awia^ on ^our &reak voi-tKout e-reakinG,
? M-t. Trer\ne>lant and A-tlan-tic Sun Tours is
svuer! TreivieJan-t has &een -the. -top ra-ted ski-in
Elastern Morth Arv>erica J?or -the pas-t 9 ^ears
ka^azine! Top notch rv>oun-tain and a nich-t li-Pe
3feitll leave $ou &ee^ir\G» -for rv>ercy!
• 5 da^s, 4- rvickts Startinc. as lovo as 1380
• 4- da^s srvowRoard / ski lii>t -tickets
• Exclusive parties 4 live Barvls
• All studerrts \rs 4- star coodos
• Free ereak-Pas-t every rviomirvi.!

• Must Re 18 -to drink.

For flyers, or information on how you can earn a free trip,
please contact Atlantic Sun at:
703 448-3838 • www.atlanticsuntours.com
info@atlanticsuntours.com
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HOROSCOPES

CROSSWORD

Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging.
1

Today's Birthday (Feb 12): You'll face new challenges and new responsibilities this year. Learn how to
be a good follower so that you can be a better leader You're very Imaginative, but being practical is
what pays. Combine idealism with pragmatism to score highest.

Aries March 21 -April 19

f*

Taurus April 20-May 20
Scorpio Oct. 23-Nov. 21

Today is an 8 - Your fantasies are glorious,
[■On but then' an? still a few things you have to
/J^\ do before you can get from here to there.
Reality can be a hassle sometimes.

Cancer June 22-July 22
r

Today is a 7 - You may not be able to
afford everything you want to provide for
your loved ones, but don't let that stop
you cold. It's a temporary condition.

Leo July 23-Aug. 22
^ ^ Today is a 7 - Your enthusiasm should
^LgJ Mill he high, but don't let expectations
^^yj soar. You should know ahead of time that
something you try won't work. Fit that
into your plans.

Virgo Aug. 23-Sept. 22
* ^y
•-p^wf
^&M
^S^.

Today is a 6 - It's easier to concentrate
now, and it's also easier to plan ahead.
Unfortunately, you're still handicapped
by something that's hard to mnt»in Just
do the best that you can.

What common
English verb
becomes its own past
tense by rearranging
its letters?

holes

4/

Sagittarius Nov. 22-Oec. 21

ACROSS
1 Flat-bottomed
boat
5 Conductive
element
10 Pork cut
14 "The Ring of
the Nibelung"
character
15 Type of daisy
16 Verdi work
17 Forage
legume
18 Generally
known
20 Incongruous
figures of
speech
22 The near ones
23 God of war
24 Cohort of
Curly
25 Crazes
28 Back to the
beginning?
33 On the qui
vive
34 Heroine of
"The Good
Earth"
35 "Pursuit of the
Graf _"

t^t Today is a 6 - Don't whine if you get to a
^P difficult place, or others won't let you proJr\^ ceed. You usually get your way when you
can prove that you're right. Use this delay
to align your data.

Pisces Feb. 19-March20
^av
Today Is a 7 - You're eager to get started,
ift 9k| but there's a warning light on. Go through
^_£" your checklist one more time. Remember
whatever you've forgotten, then tin whatever's still broken.
—Tribune Media Services
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Aquarius Jan. 20-Feb. 18

L
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1

-z. Today is a 6 - Schedule a meeting with
lik. your teammates to discuss recent developf^aV* ments. Something that's too hard to do by
yourself is easier when everyone pitches in.

U

5?

w

Capricorn Dec. 22-Jan. 19

D A T A

■1

■ an

Solutions to Last Issue' 1 Puzzle
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-v Today is a 7 - Don't rush into anything now,
jjttl including a conversation. You don't need to
^^9» tell everybody what you're thinking. Wait
'til you have it worked out.

■f ■
■
'

27

ran

Today is a 7 - Your charm and imagination
give you a couple of wonderful - and subtle tools. You won't win by being assertive
this time. Try being attractive Instead.

Gemini May 21-June 21
A*J»

X

33

^Bki Today is a 6 - Together, you and your
'Afi partner can get terms that are more to
ffy your liking You don't have anywhere
near as much clout on your own. Get a
strategist on your side.

■

21
23

:■:

I

;

!0

2fr;

1

10

17

Today is an 8 - OK, how will you bring in
all the money that you've already figured
out how to spend? A strict taskmaster can
provide an option that could work out for
you both.

-

s

4

3

r

Libra Sept. 23-Oct 22

Today is a 7 - Controversy could erupt
when you try to please everyone. If anyone can work out a compromise. It's you.
However, it may not be possible this time.

1

■1■

|

I

58
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43 Actress Gill
44 Shoe salesman, at times
46 Gentlemanly
dispute?
48 River ends
49 Pose
50 _ fide
51 Conflicting
sounds
54 Withdrawal
59 Unknown
soldier?
61 Qatar's capital
62 Rote or Petty
63 Horse opera
64 Laverne's L
65 Alimony
recipients

66 Color
changers

<6
45

M

36 Actor Young
37 Snap
40 GPs' org.
41 Yeah, sure

67 Title

_
|"

0,

!
"

DOWN
Desert Illy
Critical point
Singer Anita
Type of furnace
Mary Tyler and
Roger
6 Montreal team
7 Adolescent
8 Rand and
others
9 Brown of music
10 Marks of
quality
11 Add to staff
12 Lofty poems
13_defoie
gras
19 Type of collar
21 Speak from a
soapbox
24 Pre-stereo
sound
25 Florida team
26 Excuse
27 Israel's desert
28 Aviator
29 Indian royalty
30 Solar-lunar
calendars
differential
1
2
3
4
5

31 Site of ancient
Greek games
32 Cherished
ones
34 Safety grp.
38 Chem. figure
39 Mix
42 Paper hankies
45 Magic-lamp
man
47 Property claim
48 Philanthropists
50 Having less
coverage
51 Use a
microwave?
52 Cameo stone
53 Wight or Skye
54 Light carriage
55 Head of
France
56 One Chaplin
57 Caprice
58 Cager
Archibald
60 Deity

1
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)ses are red;
What more can S say]
Except the rooms are
almost full atSunckasi
So sign your lease
today!

%*j

' w
my ®

Don't miss out!
Only a few rooms remain,
sign your lease today!
Need something right away? kk about
our Immediate Availability list.
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Story by staff writer Andrea Lange • Photo by photo editor Laura Dean
Last year. Blakemore's Flowers in Harrisonburg
sold approximately 500 Valentine's Day flower
arrangements, over 4,000 roses and two to three
dozen plush animals, according to Blakemore's
design manager Cathi Hemmis.
On Valentine's Day, the emphasis seems to be placed
on romantic love. However, Valentine's Day doesn't have
to leave singles reeling bitter or lonely. It's not |ust about
celebrating romance; it's more broadly about celebrating
Cupid and the love he brings to people, according to a
Feb. 9 article in The Brteze. Everyone can be involved in
celebrating love — singles and couples alike. By finding
different ways to celebrate and different people with
whom to celebrate, single people can rum Valentine's Day
from a depressing day into a happy holiday.

Day, Kirby went
to a Valentine's
party with two
•ingle friends.
"I ended up hitting it off with
one of them, and
we were together for 10
months," he said.
Kirby said if s important
to keep an optimistic attitude. "Don't get down
on yourself just over one day because you don't know
what the night holds for you," he said.

Bring the fun to you

Since Valentine's Day is about celebrating all
types of love, spending time with good friends
can be a great way to celebrate. It provides the
chance to show them how special they are, and
makes the holiday fun at the same time.
Juniors Holly Brennan and Katie Gilroy
celebrate Valentine's Day with their good
friends by having a special "girls night in."
"Big parties are great," Gilroy said, "but
sometimes a low-key evening with friends
can be (ust as much, if not more, fun."
The friends get together to watch their
favorite romantic movies and eat junk
food. "Last year, we put on sweatpants,
ate pizza, baked cookies and watched
'Someone Like You,'" Brennan said.
"Guys come and go, but your best
friends are always there," she added, "If s
nice to celebrate with friends because they are
some of the people you love the most."

One great way to celebrate Valentine's Day Is to have a
party, or at least a gathering of close friends.
Last Valentine's Day, senior Christy Eroe planned a
special evening for some of her single friends. Senior
Katie Hoyt, who was in attendance, said, "She (Eroe)
picked six guys and six girls who she thought would be
good matches for a date. It was all friends, so there was
no romantic pressure involved."
As everyone got ready, Eroe asked them funny questions for a videotape she was making. She used their
answers to make a tape that showed how compatible
each couple was, and showed it at the end of the night.
"She taped it so that the guy and girl on the date together were right after one another," Hoyt said. "It was
funny to see which couples' answers were similar."
The date officially began with the men and women
meeting each other at the kissing rock on the Quad. "She
set it up blind, so you knew who your date was by which
guy was holding your favorite flower," Hoyt said.

—66

Big parties are great, but sometimes a lowkey evening with friends can be just as
much, if not more, fun
- Katie Gilroy

junior

9*
The events of the evening included a scavenger hunt
of activities for each couple to complete, .i candlelit dinner and sundae making "It was a tun way to celebrate
Valentine's Day because we had something to do, but
without any pressure. We all just had a really good
night '»nd now have a great story to tell," Hoyt said.
Seeing couples celebrate on Valentine's Day can make
even the most optimistic single person get down on himor herself. Going to a Valentine's Day party specifically for
singles, or with single people, can make it easier.
"I think that everyone who i* single needs to find
someone else that is single to hang out with," junior Josh
Kirby said. "That way, there will be no weird feelings
about being left out."
Spending time with singles also can give people the
opportunity to hit it off with someone new. Last Valentine's

I
<■■ —

Make it about the friends

Those who always are there
Friends aren't the only people with whom
to celebrate. Many single people use
Valentine's Day to remind their families how
much they care for them.
Every year, senior Amy Martin gets a
Valentine's gift from her mom — a surprise,
along with a box of chocolates and a card.
Martin then goes to visit her mom and bring:
her a gift as well.
"My mom always makes us feel special —
especially on Valentine's Day — so we try to do
the same for her," she said.
Senior Jordan Crotty also remembers his
mother every Valentine's Day, whether he's
single or not. "I always send my mom something on Valentine's Day because she is such a
vital part of my life," he said.
Crotty feels that remembering loved ones
on Valentine's Day can help singles feel less
lonely. "The nature of the holiday can make single
people feel isolated," Crotty said. "But, they don't
need to feel that way. They just need to celebrate
their loved ones."
Sophomon' Brenton Moseley even suggested
using Valentine's Day as a time to appreciate
oneself "Since Valentine's is a celebration of
love between people, why not celebrate your
love for yourself? Go out to dinner and order
.ill the fixx) you want, and laugh at those fools paying
double. At least you are saving money."
For those who still feel that Valentine's Day only
is for couples, there is one thing to keep in mind.
"Try to enjoy it as if it were just a regular night,"
Brenton said. "Because, in reality, Valentine's Day is
just another day."
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Ad Designers
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Coming Friday (2/20) McLaws Drive (the East Coast's hottest funk jam band)
Monday nights are now extra special!
Come see why!
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■ Heartbreak Hotel
Sophomore Stephen Atwell
and senior Andrea Lange
impart gender perceptions of
the meaning or V-Day.

"Is there some deep-seeded, Freudian
back story to these mutant emotions'?"

STYLE

I story below

staff writer
On Valentine's Day, the stereotypical
woman is sitting at home, anxiously
awaiting the arrival ot a flower bouquet
or box of chocolates — a symbol to the
world, and herself — that she is cared
about. To this woman, Valentine's Day
is a day to be spoiled by your Valentine
with tokens of love.
"There an? strong messages in our
media and culture, which you can see
simply from commercials around
Valentine's Day, that men are expected
to woo women by spending money |on
diamonds, dinners, and flowers], and
that women will respond with their
affection," said Christine Robinson,
sociology of gender professor.
While there are women who think
Valentine's Day is about superficial
tokens, many women believe it is about
more than having a Valentine.
To some women, Valentine's Day is a
special day set aside to celebrate love and
romance. To them it is a reminder to
express yourself to loved ones, according
to the findings of a student survey by
human sexuality professor Maria Wessel.
She said, regardless of their relationship static, these women want to
celebrate the day. If they don't have a
partner to spend the day with, they
may feel upset, or choose to celebrate
with family or friends.
Traditional gender roles in our
society may be responsible for these
reactions, according to Wessel. She
said women may value Valentine's
Day because "the traditional expectation is for women to be nurturing and
the caretakers of the home and its traditions such as holidays.
"They are allowed — and even
expected — to be sentimental,"

Wessel said. So, women may feel they
have to value and celebrate the holiday, even when they otherwise
might not.
Some women have more
cynical reactions to Valentine's
Day. They feel that it is a "corporate holiday" designed by
greeting card companies to
make a profit. These women
say you should express
your love all year long,
not just on one day.
This
reaction
to
Valentine's Day may be
related to how it is celebrated. Most holidays,
like
Christmas
or
Independence Day, have
two parts — their true reliii historical significance
tnd their commercially influenced
side.
But,
since
Valentine's Day no longer is celebrated religiously, one must
conclude the latter is afoot.
This upsets some women
because il makes money the lone
way to express love. Love is a
serious emotion that all people,
not just women, value. No one
wants their emotions exploited,
especially not for a profit.
In the end, both of these reactions
point to the same theme—love. Women
want Valentine's Day to be a day when
people celebrate love and relationships in a way that is unspoiled by
commercialization
So, men, when planning your
I elebrations this year, keep something in mind — we women are
not as superficial as we may seem.
It's not about the jewelry and candy
and cards — and we don't want it to be
In the end, all women need is some love

ZAK SALIH

senior
see ftofy pag • 15

leaves males knocked cold

Women just want to celebrate day
BY ANDREA LANGE
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BY STEPHEN ATWELL

senior writer

PI*** by LAURA MMVphHo rdimr

I think someone sabotaged
Valentine's Day very early on.
The most famous symbol for
the holiday is a (at guy in
a diaper with a bow and
arrow. He probably was
about to go bag turn a
nice meal and then sit
around watching television in his diaper
— all his underwear
were probably in
the dryer.
Somewhere along the
way, a woman got
involved and did some
tinkering around and —
wham — out pops this
mushy love test. The one
thing that guys can look forward to about Valentine's
Day is a little tender loving
care—but it comes at a price.
Valentinp's Day If like
paying taxes at the end of
the year in order to keep
things running smoothly. It
allows a man to show his
special someone that they
are important in his life.
Valentine's Day provides
an opportunity for men to
be creative, and be made
fun of by their single
friends for their painstaking acts of sensitivity.
Despite
these
taunts, orginality always
is respected. "Baywatch
Hawaiian Wedding," a microwave
pizza and a six pack makes for a
nice evening, but won't cause
your grandma to blush and say

"what a sweet boy" at the next
family gathering.
Valentine's Day is a nice way
for guys to be able to show their
feelings for the one they care
about. But, if a guy needs a designated day to show his .iifeetum,
then something is absent from the
relationship, and it goes by the
name of intimacy.
For those who are single, a
strange phenomenon occurs on
Valentine's Day. For some reason,
women — who were burning their
bras the day before and declaring
their independence from male
chauvinism — become sullen and
de)ected over not having a guy to
fawn over them. As a result,
unsuspecting guys can be duped
into thinking that a relationship is
what thev always have wanted
and then spend a night out with
someone they hardly know.
But, a true angler knows that
when women an' in this state, it is
I'.ISV to find a partner fur the
evening without the glitz of a night
on the town and soft R. Kelly inu-i,
playing in the background.
We shouldn't continue to put
ourselves in these positions.
Whv are we getting all bent out
of shape about a holiday that
began because birds choose their
mate midway through February.
According to uumik-uxxtvcntxim.
as a result of these mating habits "the
day was looked upon as specially
consecrated to lovers, and as a proper
occasion for writing love letters and
sending lovers' tokens."
So, I guess my Valentine shouldn't get upset when I try to put the
moves on her by regurgitating my
dinner into her mouth.

THEATRE PREVIEW
,

raviaw

ReeL ReFLections

'Fish' great catch

Literary icon Ramona Quimby
garners spotlight on JMU stage
HI 1
contributing writer

BY REBECCA DORM
BY ANDREA LANGE

staff writer
Engaging, whimsical and
optimistic,
Tim
Burton's
("Planet of the Apes") latest
film, "Big Fish" stands out as a
great catch among the season's
many medkicre films as a result
of its uniqueness — comparable
10 that of "The Wizard of Oz."
Albert
Finney
("Erin
Brockovich") stars as Edward
Bloom, an old man who
recounts his life through a series
of outrageous tall tales. His son.
Will, played by Billy Crudup
("World Traveler"), has heard
these stories his whole life and
no longer is enchanted by them.
Angrv with his father for never
telling the truth, Will picks a
fight with Edward and the two
do not speak to each other for
years. When Edward becomes
gravely ill. Will comes to see
him hoping to find the truth
behind all the stories and learn
who his dad really is.
Much of the film i- spent in
bringing to life Edward's tall
tales, including one about — you
guessed it — a big fish Young
Edward (Ewan McGregor,
"Down With Love") is j big li-.li
that finds the pond of Asheville,
N.C., too small for his liking. He
goes off in search of his destiny,
and has a series of adventures
along the way that involve .1
giant a fortune-telling witch a
werewolf, singing Siamese twins
and a huge, evasive catfish.
The film has Burton's trademark quirkiness and beautiful
visual stvle, but is uncharacteristically lull of optimism, unlike
Burton's dark comedies, such as
"Edward Scissorhands" and
"The Legend of Sleepy I follow "
The film b at its best when in the
imagination
of
Edward,
retelling his lite With -.tunning
visual effects and cinematography, which pmvided an almost
magical feel to the pictun-.
"Big Fish"s vibrant characters and iLs actors' excellent performances save the film from
becoming a full-fledged fairy
tale. The talented cast give convincing MffMMMM that lend
the movie depth. Jessica Lange's
("Masked and Anonymouf")
portrayal of Sandra, Uwiftfl
wife, gives the film some of its

"BIG FISH"
STARRING:
EWAN MCGREGOR
AND ALBERT FINNEY
RATED: PG-13
RUNNING TIME:
125 MINUTES

most poignant scenes, and
McGregor is charming as the
young Edward.
The casting also is dead-on,
as McGregor and Alison
Lohman ("Matchstick Men"1
who plays young Sandra, actually resemble their older counter
parts, Finney and Lange. in
plivsi. al appearance.
"Big Fish," which is adapted
from the 1V98 book of the MOM
title by Daniel Wallace, lias a
unique plot that distinguishes it
from most current films. The
film's bittersweet ending also
attempts to reveal a deeper
message about stories. As the
father and son iccondls over
time, Will learns the importance
of stories
how they can give
our lives meaning, and how
thev are for the tellers as much
as they in Cn the listener.
The film's one flaw is its pacing. So much of the movie is
spent visualizing the stories of
Edward's past that the pn-senl
action moves very slowly, sum
lar to the flashbacks in "Mod
Green Tomatoes." The climax,
therefore, is somewhat drawn
out, and then- is a sense that
some scenes in live past could
have been lett out
But, this is a small problem
in what is, overall, an excellent
movie. Cast your line for "Big
Fish." and you'll be sun- 10
catch a great Bun
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Life is no picnic, and
growing up sure isn't easv toi
Beverly Cleary's childhood
star "Ramona Quimby,"
whose story is coming to life
this Friday at 7:30 p.m in the
Wilson Hall Auditorium.
Theatreworks USA's production of "Ramona Quimby"
not only will "tickle the audience's funny bone, but it Is
also intended to integrate
IMUM that real families
encounter daily," according to
Jerry Weaver, executive assistant to the dM of the College
of Arts & Letters.
According to Weaver, who
is responsible for bringing the
Theatreworks USA production to JMU, Cleary's books
appear in over 20 countries in
14 different languages and
she has been awarded over 35
statewide awards tnim her
young readers.

At age 13, title character
Ramona is faced with many
childhood challenges — her
dad loses his job, her older sister Beezus is a huge pain, her
teacher dislikes her, and her
Aunt Bea may be about to
marry a dork. Life seems to be
a mess for
Ramona, WANNA Go?
but with the
support of
WHAT!
her family
"RAMONA
and friends,
she
surU< IMBY"
passes its
challenges
WHIN:
and enter7:30 r.M.
tains
her
KKIDW
audiences
of all ages.
WHERE:
Cleary
Wll SON
has
won
numerous
awards for
\i 1 mi mil
her contributions to children's literature,
and her books "Ramona and
Her Father" and "Ramona

Quimby, Age 8" received
Newbery Honors.
The play is directed by Ruth
E. Kramer of Theatreworks
USA and written by Len
Jenkins, a playwright screenwriter and director who
received
three of
OH
Broadway's highest honor
Obie Awards, according to
wiaavHagn<oke.amlches.
"Theatreworks USA has
been doing performances at
JMU for about five years,"
Weaver said. "We have done
one to two shows with them
each year, all of which have
been well reviewed.
"We try to look for familiar
titles and ayailability," he
said. "We'd like to find things
people can identify with."
Tickets arc $5 for students
and children $¥ for seniors
and $11 for adults. Tickets
can be purchased at the
Wilson Hall Box Office, at the
door or by phone at X8-70O0
or (887) 201-7543.

mtvU hits university TV
Music Television is returning
to its roots of being devoted to
music videos with the launch of
mtvU, a channel broadcast
exclusively on college campuses.
The idea behind the channel is to
survey university students
around the country to learn
about less well-known bands
that aren't getting airtime on
mainstream radio stations.
The channel, which was
launched one month ago, has
the potential to reach 5.5 million
students on 720 college campuses in the United States
mtvU also is sponsoring a
program for each week of
the school year, wherein a
$1,500 grant will be offered
to a social activist. Thev also
are collaborating with the
see MTVU, pugrlS

CONCERT PREVIEW

Naturally 7 promises quality show, workshops
BY KBLU JASPER

senior writer
They can't road or write
mutir. but the sewn nwn who
comprise Naturally 7, an internationally recognized gospelbased .1 capella group, learned
to harmonize regardless. The
group, whose only training is
by ear, will perform jazz and
R&B at 7:30 p.m. Saturday '"
Wilson Hall Auditorium.
"Naturally 7 is ■ secular
group, but gospel-based," the
gnmp's agent, Ralph I'avone,
said. "Ail erf their music his a really uplifting postivemessage"
The group, which debuted
tiw wars ago with its first
compact disc "Non-l ktion.'
W,IS named The Harmony
Su < vpstakes A Capella Festival
National Champions in 1999.
Naturally 7*s second CD,
"What Is It?," has not been
released vet in the United
States, but hit No. 1 on
Germany's charts after its
release in December.
"These guys are huge in
Europe," Pavune said. "It's

crazy, with fans screaming and
ripping off clothing."
The members go by the nicknames 'ftveety Bird, Showtyme,
G-Swing, J-Boogie, M.D., Sonny
Jim aixl Father Time, according
to the group's Web site,
uiiiv.tuiturally^iiii.com.
Into Hymn, |MU's allfemale Christian a cappella
group, and the OverTones, one
of JMU's coed a cappella
groups.
WANNA Go?
will open
the show
■Th■v
WHO:
want peo- NATURALLY 7
ple to know
they're realWHEN:
ly laid-back,
7:30 P.M.
and M ant to
SATI KI>\S
meet their
fans,"
according
WHERE:
tit I'avone
Wll st>\
"They want
ll\l I
people to
know that \l DIIOKII M
ifs possibk'
to be in show business and still be
nice and kind to people"
Which is why, he said,
I
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Internationally recognized gospel-bated a capella group
Naturally 7 will hold a free workihop Saturday at 1:30 p.m..
and will perform at 7:30 p.m. at Wilson Hall Auditorium.

Naturally 7 will hold a free
one-hour vocal workshop al
130 p.m. Saturday at Wilson
Hall Auditorium. While it's not
a performance, the public is
welcome to watch. Student

groups an1 welcome to prepare
pieces to perform in front of
Naturallv 7 and then work on
techniques together
$cr SEVEN. pagtJ5
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looking for Spiritual Enlightenment?
"We respect the inherent worth and dignity of every person."

We provide a challenging atmosphere to assist
you in finding your spiritual path.
JMU CAMPUS INFO: Contact Rev. Byrd Tetzlaff: uurevbyrd@hotmall.com
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Big Brothers Big Sisters
Bowl For Kids Sake,

Sunday Morning Children's Program for Ages 5-17

Saturday, February 28, 2004 from 9am-4pm

Harrisonburg Unitarian Universalists
TAKE 33 WEST 5 MILES TO DALE ENTERPRISE

at Valley Lanes in Harrisonburg

http://HUUweb.org

Phone:867-0073

Sunday Worship 10:30 AM

FREE game, FREE shoes, and great prizes!
Register your team or for questions: 433-8886 or bigbro@rica.nst

cm co%scf
9+43 S*A I

JXlistyrn Fa»««jo, cdLHtow* i*t «s

iVc'icc loo A- »*-»<» for***** *-»#-* «r< cy*~c*f^lvitz
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section*
ecliltoi,* <j.

a unique mixture of seven-part ht
blending c assicaf, gospe; jazz, and
r&b styles, and the mimicing of
instruments from horns o guitars

NATURAL1Y7

nationals capella cnampions)

Saturday,

february 14,2004
wilson hall

7:30 p.m.

special guests:
jrnu/s
own,,
a capella
groups
'Come to Ashby where
you always find a sweet deal."

How sweet it is...
to not pay a $ 175 security deposit!

How sweet it is...

all seats reserved.
$20 adults; $18 seniors
$10 jmu students & childrer

JMU STUDENTS
buy one
Set one

C\£j£U5 ^pr
masterpiece season
for .tickets

Itrt*

to pick out your apartment!
*%<t4KK

How sweet it is...
to be Close to campus!
1191 Devon Lane
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
432-1001

valentine's
special

& miormation:
105 wilson hall
monday - frlday
noon - 4 p.m.
order by phone: 568-7000
toll free: [8771201-7543

james madison university
college of arts and letters encore series

STYLE
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Missing links: excerpts also need love
In my almost 20 yean of litv ,1.
■i reader — ignoring those first
Inrmative vears spent toddling
around the house producing truths
ot spit from my teething mouth
I never have abandoned books
without having finish.-..) trading
them. Call it respect (or the authorial cocktail of blood, sweat and
Kail ur .in obs,~.M\i'-,omrniki\i'
ness that's navai ban overcame,
Whatever the terminology, the tart
remains that I've stuck with plenty
of books long p.ist the point of no
return, if only to MUata my need
for comprehensive reading.
Is there some divp-seeded,
Freudian back story to tin-*' mut.int
emotions? Was a much-loved book
ripped from this eager child's hands
MM reaching the List page, leading to a subconscious (ear that I can
never, ever finish a book in the true
sense of the word? 1 doubt it; you'd
have more luck psychoanalyzing
the gyrating groins and exposed
breasts of a sporting halftime show.
Suffice it to say that whin il unm
to my reading pncttGBB, OIHV some-

thing is started it should not be put
■aide until finished.
Of course, as ,i student of literatim', Ive been exposed to more
written works in the past four years
and at such an alarming rate that
my penchant for obsessive reading
has gone haywire. All of a sudden,
1 rind myselt reading excerpts from
texts — chapters, lines, sections and
cross sirtinns excised like organs
bom their bods
To extend the medical metaphor
farmac we can leam a lot from an
iiklividual organ through splicing
and meticulousanalysis Hut, isn't it

id

alv\ avs better tolookal the organ —
a poisoned liver, say, or a malfunctioned kidney — as though the corpus is part of a whole?
This is why I've stayed awav
from "readers" (e.g. "The Faulkner
Header," "The Emerson Reader")
save for extenuating circumstances. I'd much rather spend the
$10 or $20 to read the excerpt in its
Odgkial
environment
than
amongst a jumble of others collected like partnerless puzzle pieces in
a cardboard container
I've always understood that, in
the world of English instruction.

S&TlRE

time is so crucial that it is impossible
to read every single work as a
whok'. Thus was born the idea of
tin' literary excerpt — developed in
conjunction with the Xenix machine
and taking the fang of dense handouts that dog our binders and (older,. And, when you get down to it
the idea of excerpting works for
study makes perfert siw
"'Tis better to have loved and
lost than never to have loved at
all," Alfred Lord Tennyson once
said. The same holds true (or reading, no? Better to have a read a
boot ol Milton's "Paradise Lost"
Of | lew chapters from DeLillo's
"White Noise" than never to have
come across these works at all.
And yet, this does nothing but
enrage my obsession with comprehanatva, from the first page-tothe-last-page n-ading — especially
when the excerpts are taken (rom
works I had planned on reading,
[b borrow from the previous
adage, is it better to ruin a good
:. il and pass the exam than never
to have passed at alP
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SEVEN: Group sings
SEVFS,fnmip,iSr H
"We try to find events
lh.it students tTC interest
ed in, and we trv to find
iwnisth.it (hi-community
is Interested In,' s,ud Jerry
Weaver, executive JSSIS
tant to the dean of the
C oflcge of Arts & Letters
"People around here
and on this campus ,mreally interested in a cappella groups, and we
wanted
to
work
(Naturally 7's performn
ance! ' •"
"Their visit is part educational and part a good
show," Weaver added.
Naturally 7s perform-

ance is sponsonxJ by the
College of Arts &c Letters
Encore Series.
tickets are available
this week through the
Wilson Hall Box Office
from noon to 4 p.m. until
Friday. All seats must be
WlWrvndi Iukets are not
available at the door.
Tickets are $20 for
adults, $18 for seniors
and $10 for children and
JAC card holders. A
Valentine's Day special
allows JMU students to
buy one ticket and receive
a second one for free.
For more information
or tu kets call xS-7000.

MTVU: Courting campuses
MTVU.frontpage M
National Campus Voter
Registration Project to help
students obtain voting
booths lacking campuses.
MTVs video jocke\ I an

taking their survevs and
shows on the road to spark
■WSrensn and more student involvement on campuses throughout America.
— compiled fry Kim Cohnn

Yellow Cab
Inc.

434 - 2515

Alignment • Brakes
Mufflers • Shocks • Batteries

&

*•
yjMl

L

tj£

Stale Inspections

■•

' E. Market St. at Furnace Rd.
I
Next to Papa John's Pizza

^^2 22-04J

Brake Check

434-5935

If

Salon For Ladies & Gentlemen

l.tisv Indies

andt'ellulitc

10% OFF
Grand Opening Specials

"" P

itOIS-A Krorrailr Slrwl
Uatfd ill.- Htntnntwiltjtfdu lot Women]

m trx tn A ««*.
5-i0.434.;{88()
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Prompt, Courteous Service
24 Hours a day, 7 days a week • Very flexible, part time positions available

Expires 2-22-04

, v CONTROL
>
CELLULITE
r/
V

Radio Dispatched
Service to all major airports
Wheelchair accessible vehicles

«:

EVENTS -THIS WEEKEAtf)

BASEBALL n. L0NGW00D (DH)
1+mto), tarurjr 14 • 12 PM
Lone TWUmck!
WRESTLING vs. APPALACHIAN STATE/IBOER
r, Ftbnwr 14 • 12 PM

Full Set
S20SUP
Fill In
$13 & UP
Manicure
S10 Paralin Wax Included
Pedicure
S18 With Foot Spa
Air brush Design
S5 & UP
Hand Painted Design
S5 S UP
Gel Nail Set
S30
Gel Fill
S20
Silk Wraps
Silk Fill
S20
Eye Brow - Facial Body Wax

Hours: Mon.-Wed. 10am - 8pm .
Thurs.-Sat. 9am-8pm. Sun 11am-5pm
In Town Center. Behind Valley Mall

801-8070
Walk Ins welcome
Gift Certificates available
WE ACCEPT LOCAL CHECKS
A ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

■Bfjaa

MasterCuts.
Another Reason to Go
to the Mall.

i

MEN'S BASKETBALL vs. UNC WILMINGTON
St****,, fthrmiy 14 • 7 PM
Ragitttr it th« door to win
a HalfCarat PaarShattfd Diamond Ptndant w/chaai
eourtasu, of Jamas MeHona Jewakrs at Halftone
TidoKi an 2 for I.
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL ». DUEXEL
», F«*ntar> 15 • 2 PM
Rrtt 150 fane ractivt a fm dog

POT*

eanbinar

sons, xntones, mpifa mo rat, go »•■•

Student Discount

Great food
Reasonably priced

Untrue

ensures

<2of<

Get Your Valentine's Day
Reservations Now!

20

Adult Haircut reg. $11.95
Perm/Color services
starting at $39.00

Paul Mitchell. Biologe.
Sebastian. Bed Head.
MavtcrCuis & more

All Salon
Services

Now open for Lunch and Dinner
Monday-Saturday
•
•
•
•
•

lOcSf

V

Off

All Hair Care
Products

Valley Mall

Fresh baked breads and goodies
Homemade soups and salads
Care packages
Boar's Head Deli
Catering for all occasions

5405640777

®

MasterCuts

#98 Mttoaji HU.
564-2988

www tmurnul v. om
I nut MM 1117 i.« nrarrtl locauoa.
taduuMeuWuwttv Sim* tSadM ID al umr of ncrvic*

f.xptm VMAM

Jjv
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Governor's Fellows Program
Program Goals

Dido
Lift For Rent
DWs light, tosthery wtco
and ampla. pur posafully
d*l<wBd malodiM wt atop ■
mbm™ of Jow«l liko folk-pop
ond mot ■ ctyWorrtporary.
afoKtrorsca-ladan production.

Kenny & Amanda Smith
House Down the Block
Wtnnoc■ ol d%« IBMAi
Emerging Artist of tho Yeo'
Award' Kanny Smith is ■
former membef of the
Lonooom* River Bond

Stwtttarn CuHura
on th> Skids
Mojo Box
-Mojo BO*' comranee SCOTS
ir laemark etomants of rock.
Wry. surf, country, blues

The historic and prestigious Virginia Governor's Fellows Program offers a
select group of outstanding and highly motivated individuals the opportunity
to experience firsthand the administration of state government in the
Commonwealth. Established in 1982, the Governor's Fellows Program brings
exceptional students with creative ideas to state government - an
experience that often leads to careers in public service.

Eligibility Requirements
Qualified applicants must be graduating college seniors or enrolled as degree
candidates in a graduate or professional school. Applicants must be enrolled
in a Virginia college or university or must be a Virginia resident if enrolled in
an out-of-state institution. They must also have a demonstrated commitment
to excellence in academics, proven leadership ability, and involvement in
extracurricular activities and community service. The selection of Fellows
will be based solely on merit, without regard to race, sex, national origin,
religion, age, disability, or political affiliation.

Length of Program
Orhra By Truck ac*

Deeormtum Dmy

Fa* bands today are ■■ good at
Ufkng i oimplo. suaiohOorwotd.
from-oNa-pul story Re tho DrrveBy Truciers are Hood. Crx-toy.
•ndUMlculMralohttotho
heart of tho manor.

A Crow Left of Murder
Aeocaryaoc. oMchomci tngao
ravsck iwiti a aoafiaacatad
MAN of motooV arks' harrnosy. a
mor« oafjmrtc tyncal ootoofc.
aadkMOMOfaYniniKi

Wken the Smn Gom Down
Although Kenny Choanoy hoo tho
nquaaa amount of twang ■ la
Ma NoohMfta crjrioaiporet.es, ha
hat anunderset*pap-rack een
at*tyaiw*k

Fellows will be required to work full-time in Virginia state government. The
2004 Governor's Fellows Program will begin Monday, June 7, 2004 and
continue through Friday, July 30, 2004.

Assignments
Participants are placed in different positions in the Governor's Office and in
various agencies throughout the Executive Branch. The program attempts to
match Fellows with compatible assignments according to background,
interests, and future goals.

Funding

Mmdy Smith
One Moment Mort

Air

V/A

"I boseve IMindy| w* laavo
hot mark as ono of our greet
oat writers and amgora ever."
•OoMy Parton

Tha brand raw album from
rria eraatora of ma claaac
MOON SAfABI

Wmt Trtnci.)
Tha nart waw of frooh trooco
hiu of M4av and braalung
undar ground traefca of tomorrow for tnt franco miaaail

NEW I. USED CD. • IP.
VINYL • CASSETTES
DVD • VHS • IOOKS
CASH FOR YOUR MUSK)

434-9999
KROGER SHOPPING CTR
1790 96E. MaritetSt.

WHAT A RECORD STORE SHOULD BE! VYWrV.RJW9MUSIC.CMI

State funds are not allocated for the Governor's Fellows Program. However,
in previous years, colleges and universities have distributed stipends to the
Fellows selected from their institutions. Institutions are urged to make
summer grants available. Applicants who will require financial assistance in
order to participate in the program should discuss this matter with school
officials before applying.
Senior Vice President for Student Affairs and University planning 568-3685.

Application
The deadline for applying for the

5 p.m. February
For application and
htlp://www.go'

IflPQiSOMUOu'S Dtll.q 11U n 0 D ^ U i M H i M H TaTTOD 5tllDiD
LARQCSC selection OF Booy ieiueUy in couin

RTs

Graduation
Special

15% off
:^m%%
010(3310 GEHaiE

Graduation Party Platters
if ordered by April 15th
RT*s platters include:

J%mfesBS)Bi

Grilled BBQ Chicken Tenders
Wrap Platters
Deli Platters
and More!
Stop in or Call 438-0080 for more Information

,\

120 University Blvd.
Open 11-8
Monday - Saturday
Dine In Or Cany Out

(540) 438-0080

540-434-4700
990 Re$eRV0tR SC • bARRJSODBURG - \CR0SS FROM CVS

Now Open Sundays 12-4pm
RTs Accepts JAC Cards!
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■ Three wins in a row for Dukes
Junior guard Daniel r"eeman
and senior forward/gu rd
Dwayne Broyles pace* JMU
past VMI Monday.
HC

BREEZE 117

"I really wanted to win the game.
After the game I was like, 'Wow,
I scored 1,000 points.'"

SPORTS

story below

12, 20041 THE

DWAYNE BROYLES

senior forv/ard/guard

MEN'S BASKETBALL-

Big man on campus hits milestone
SCORING LEADERS
2,126 Steve StieJper
'o-W
2.065 Sherman DHard
0-78
1,701 KantCuMo
(l-VS
1333 Darren Mdjnton

Coach is pleased with
Broyles 'play and persona

n-ii

1.505 WKtamDavfe

38-'93

1.458 PatDosh

'4-78

1.380 UntonTownea
1.365 David Fanning

'B-TO
79-03

1,362 ErlcBrent
1.298 David Corral
1.287 George Totiver

U-o7
1-76

1.282 SteveHood

S9-72
9T9I

1.276 Eugene Atkinson
1,255 DanRuland

n-w

1,151 JohnNewman
1.123 JamarPerry
1.072 CharleaLott
IOSS LouhRowe

(S-W

SJ-W
76-00
•V97
3-%
S-79

1037 Roger Hughea
1,027 Dwayne) Broytel

0-tM

1022 CharlesRsher

V83

3-POINT LEADERS
320 KentCiauko

-de)
Jl-^

237 Darren McUnton

72'96

192 David Fanning
161 Dwayne Broytat

79-03

148 biiw Perry

JO-tW
96-TO

131 Bryan Edwardi

9l-"93

3-POINT LEADERS ( ttpd.)
774 KentCuluto
9I--95
566 Darren McLinton
92-"96
562 David Fanning
99-u3
454 Dwayne Broytas OO-tM
443 JamarPerry
330 Eugene Adoraon

96-00
9S-'99

•StaoeraerinxVvedneida/
II ••Ml'ATAYIiW/ I ditrilo

BY BRANDON SWEENEY

contributing writer
Hidden behind the commotion of Saturday's overtime
victory over George Mason
University, history waa made
before the eyes of the 4347
people in attendance. Senior
forward/guard Dwayne
Broyles scored the 1,000th
point of his collegiate career.
Broyles scored 19 points
— surpassing the 1,000point plateau in his fMl
career while — becoming
the 21st JMU player to
accomplish the feat.
"When they announced it
over the loudspeaker, that is
when I realized it," Bniyles said.
"I really wanted to win the
game. After the game I was like,
'Wow, I scored 1,000points'"
During his four years at
JMU, Broyles currently is
fourth all-time in 3-pointers
made (160) and in 3-pointcrs
attempted (449). As of
Monday's game against
the Virginia Military Institute,
he leads the Dukes this season
in scoring (15.3 per game),
rebounds (5.3 per game), and
is second in assists (2.3 per
game) He has led the Dukes
in scoring 12 times, has led in
assists eight times and six
times has been the team's
assist leader. He also has started every game this season.
When Broyles looks back on
his tenure at JMU, one event in
particular sticks out in his mind.

-66Day in and day out,
he is the same way —
he brings that
leadership to the floor.
— Daniel Freeman
junior guard

9?
"My sophomore year, we
won that tournament game
down in Richmond," he said,
referring to JMU's first round
victory during the Colonial
Athletic Association's conference tournament, March 1,
2002 when JMU beat the
College of William & Mary, 7867 at the Richmond Coliseum.
"We rallied from behind and
came together. That sticks out
(in my mind]."
Since starting only two
games his freshman year,
Broyles has evolved into the
team's captain and the leader
of a young Dukes team.
Junior
guard
Daniel
Freeman said Broyles has
many attributes very valuable
to the team. Of those qualities,
his leadership stands out.
"Day in and day out, he is
the same way — he brings that
leadership to the floor,"
Freeman said. "He keeps guys
:, SI MOH ;w

CHRIS LAB/D Mtmtor phtHOfrapher
SonJor forward/guard Dwayne Broyles became one of only 21 players to score
1,000 points In their career against the Virginia Military Institute Monday.

Dukes win battle against Key dels
Freeman scores 22 points in victory -66—
BY JAMES IRWIN

staff writer

Law
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CHRIS OB/ WflJuf i^hHofraphtr
JMU won ft* tMrtHtralgM E me Monday,
defeating the Virginia MMta Institute, 7&6S.

Thanks to junior guard
Daniel Freeman's 22 points and
a 14 to 5 run that opened the
second half, JMU overcame a
32-28 halftime deficit to beat the
Virginia Military Institute
Keydets 76-65 Monday at the
Convocation Center.
The non-conference victory
now has the Dukes at 7-14 overall, and has increased their current winning streak to a seasonhigh three games.
"As of late, since we started
our second time through the
Colonial Athletic Association,
we've been playing our best
ball," senior forward/guard
Dwayne
Broyles
said.
"Everything's starting to click."
Early on in the game, it
seemed as if the Dukes would

need to do a lot more than just
"click" to hold down VMI, as
the Keyders shot 50 percent
from the floor in the first half
in jumping out to their 4 point
halftime advantage. The
Keydets were paced by forward Radee Skipworth, who
scored 13 of his game-high 26
points in the first half.
"I thought VMI came to
play, and it was evident that
they had done a great job scouting us," head coach Sherman
Dfllard said. "They were prepared and played well."
Still, the playing of
Freeman and Broyles kept
JMU in the game early and,
eventually, the Dukes were
able to put the Keydets away.
Freeman made two big 3point shots in the first hall to
keep JMU within striking distance. In the second half, with

;

I thought VMI came to
play, and it was evident
that they had done a
great job scouting us.
— Sherman Dillard
men's basketball head coach

9?
VMI down only 3 points,
Freeman came up big again,
hitting back-to-back 3-pointers to turn a 53-50 game into
59-52.
"Both Daniel and Dwayne
have been coming up big as of
late,". Dillard said. "It's been
the play of these two guys
that has really helped us."
Broyles' overall effort included 16 points and six rebounds in

35 minutes. He also was Rvt for
six from the free-throw line.
"We matted .i tough game
from VMI, and we knew going
into halftime that we had to
come out with more intensity.
Broyles said.
That intensity began right
away, with red-shirt sophomore forward David Cooper's
lay-up on JMU's first posses*
sion of the second half. Within
two minutes, the Dukes had
taken the lead for good on a
pair of 3-pointers by freshman
guard Ray Barbosa and two
tree throws from Brovlcs.
"We stepped up the defensive
tenacity, and it helped create some
easy buckets for us," Freeman
said. "Ray and Dwayne both hit
some big shots."
However, it was Freeman
himself who put the game out
of reach, hitting two free
see JMU, page 18

Ayers' dism ssal in Philly part of disturbing trend in coaching ranks
Winning,mil losing.
That's what defiMI sue
OM m sports.
And, when it COOMf to
coaching, it's not about
what you have done — it's
about "what have you done
for me lately?"
That principle has made
some sports — especially the
NBA — a joke in recent years.
Look at the numbers — 14
of the \^ teams in the NBA's
Eastern Conference have
hired a new coach since the
end of last season. With the
Philadelphia 76ers' firing of
coach Randy Ayers Tuesday
morning, six Eastern
Conference teams have made
coaching changes since the
season started.
However, not ill ol the six
coaching changes this MtJOD
have been "what have you
done for me lately'' reasons

m O'Brien resigned as the
iston Celtics' coach, citing
difference in philosophy
ith management. The
rlando
Magic,
the
hicago Bulls and the New
>rk Knicks all canned their
.-ad coaches because of bad
■cords — the other two situii ii- ail a different story.
The New Jersey Nets fired
vron Scott Jan. 27, despite an
jove-.SOO record (22-20).
(Con he was shown the exit,
cott's fate seemed almost
■aled, even though he had led
iie Nets to consecutive NBA
inals appearances.
I PI .llmost a year, rumors
irculated East Rutherford, N.J.,
hat Scott and star player Jason
.<idd did not get along. Both
lenied the claims publicly, but it
■toil ironic that New Jersey is
8-0 entering Wednesday's game
since Scott was fired
I

Ayers' dismissal in
Philadelphia is even more troubling. In a loss to New Jersey
Sunday, Ayers benched Glenn
Robinson for his lack of effort in
the game. Robinson, who has
been a cancer to every team he
has played for in the NBA, criticized Ayers.
Robinson's insubordination
should have led to a disciplinary action. Instead, Ayers was
the one who was sent packing
less than half a season into his
first year as head coach.
Only a week earlier, 76ers
star Allen Iverson criticized his
teammates, calling them out at a
press conference for their lack of
effort this season.
So, if the team's top player
pointed the finger at his teammates, why dial the blame fall
back onto Ayers?
Stephen A. Smith, a columnist for the Philadelphia

Inquirer, said ON THE
the
Ayers SIDELINES
incident was
a disturbing
trend in the
league. In his
column
Tuesday,
Smith blasted
some black
players as the
reason for
why black
coaches
DREW
aren't getting
WILSON
the chances
some white coaches are given.
Smith states that black athletes "march like soldiers in
boot camp to the tune of those
blessed with wealth, stability,
power and, almost always, a
different hue."'
Yet, when that coach is of the
same race, "that same black athlete ... leans toward indifference

before regressing to defiance..."
Smith adds that because
white coaches make more
money, they are less likely to
go anywhere, whereas a black
coach, who is making less
money, would be forced out.
More money equals more
power, which, in turn, means
more job security. In the 76ers'
case, Robinson's contract
through next season will pay
him $22.8 million, while Ayers
only had a three-year, $4.5
million deal.
For years, I have wondered why the coach always
takes the fall for a team's
poor performance, or why
one player can determine
the fate of a coach —
whether it's a star player,
such as Kidd, or a bad
apple, such as Robinson.
Obviously, it's easier to can
the coach than to replace the

entire team. But, I think it's
unfair not to give a coach
proper time to succeed.
Owners and general managers
are too worried the short-term
success — hence the short
le.ishes tin coaches.
JMU has been criticized
tor having too long a leash
Ml some of its coaches, such
as Sherman Dillard or
Mickey Matthews. I, too,
sometimes have criticized
their lack of success. But.
the more I think about it. the
more I am thankful the
school's administration
gives them the benefit o'f the
doubt and a chance to right
the ship, instead of kicking
them to the curb after a few
losing seasons.
Drrw Wilson If ii MOOT SMAD
major who blows success takes
turn- anil Hunks patience rays off in
tlieenil.
■
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SENIOR: Broyles
puts name among best

JMU: Guard
leads Dukes
JMU, from page 18

SKWOK.from page 17
up-tempo and upbeat. When he sees guys
slacking off, he gets on them."
He also lakes that example of a team
k'ader off the court. He is in good academic itandlllg and will graduate in May.
Iliad i.uih Sherman Dillard ('78), .\
1,000-point man himself (2,065, second
must ,ill-lime in JMU history), said he
hopes that his mvn sons could grow up to
have tlie pleasant disposition, the easygoing demeanor and the excellent manors
that broyles (>..•.'.-*». I iill.ird added that
it his children ever decided to play baskethall, he would want them to have similar
basketball attributes as well.
'Owavne is an exceptional human
being," Dillard said. "He has got the total
package. I have been extremely proud of his
development and progression over the years.
"Since his freshman year, he has become
stronger and smarter," Dillard added. "His
k'.klership is phenomenal."
I >illard feels that Brovles has made him-

Dwayne is an exceptional
human being... His leadership
is phenomenal.
— Sherman Dillard
men's haskethall head coach

-9 9self into one of the best players in the
league. "1 have to credit Dwayne; he has
worked hard on his game," Dillard said.
"Dwayne is one of those players who can
score in crunch times."
Broyles currently is seventh in the CAA
in scoring — the only JMU player in the top
24 players. He also is 12th in rebounds and
18th in assists in the conference.

IIIRIS I.AB/J)A/irnn» ;**.«m/*r>
Senior point guard Chris Williams dribble* the ball upcourt during
the Dukes' third-straight win Monday. JMU I* 7-14 this —aeon.

Give a gift that last this Valentine's Day!

MOWOPfN

^WilLxvTree

©

thnnvs to give the Dukes an 8-point lead
with 2:10 left to go in the game. Seconds
later. Barbosa put the finishing hmches on
the win with a 3-poinhr horn the wing.
"Ray hitting that shot was definitely
bi&" Fireman said. "I think it took a little
wind out of them."
IMU shot over 53 percent from the
fl<xT in the second half, including 6 for 11
from beyond the arc. It outscored VMI4833. rter halftime and put the clamps on the
Ke\ Jets' 3-point shooting, allowing only
twi 3-pointers in the final 20 minutes.
We got it together, came out and
played a better second half," Bniyles said
l\ Tvonegot touches on offense. It's a lot
of fun out there."
The Dukes played Old Dominion
University VVednesday night in Norfolk.
A final game score was not available at
the time of production JMU will next
pla\ the University of North CarolinaWHmington Saturday at 7 p.m/in the
Convocation Center.

OUR END OF SEASON SALE IS ■
ALREADY HERE ! EVERYTHING
IN THE STORE IS 30% TO 100* OFF

aoroat from Country Kitchen
in the Valley Malt

BoydS Bears, San Francisco Musk Boxes
Candles - Candle Accessories, eta...

University Eyecare
Dr. Franklin A. Cerrone,

ITS OUB FAMOUS
DRAW YOUR JJISCOU
SALE!
RE ACE YOUR MAN
TEE JAR AND PUL
30* TO 100* OFF

P.P.

Comprehensive Eye Exams • Treatment & Management of Eye Disease
Contact Lens Evaluations • Refractive Laser Surgery Management
Walk-ins Welcome
10% Discount on professional service and eyewear
to JMU students & faculty with JAC card

Hours:
Mon & Fri 9 - 6
T - Th 9 - 5
Sat 9 - 3

Located next to Wal-Mart
in Harnsonburg Crossing
(540) 433-7341

IllPHIA

m ti^m ^ Sa',ors'
The National Survey of College Engage nent (NSSE) is
currently being administered at several I undred colleges
and universities across the country. Whie it's easy to
ignore surveys, this one is short but has the potential to
make a difference in the quality of undei graduate
education here and elsewhere because it asks the kinds
of questions that matter to student learning and
institutional effectiveness.

JULIE LANZILLO, MEd 2003
RKnunoH AoaajansnunoK

ImoSfotn, Inc., Psfs/oarr

Find your destination in
Tourism, Hospitably, Sport
and Recreation at one of
STHM's graduate or undergraduate informatfm
sessions this springy*

UPCOMING INFORMATION SESSIONS:
Date

Undergraduate unions
10.00 am Noon

Hard is

MainCanpm

Main Caapas

April I]

Main Campai

temple UnUenitl
Center City

Graduate leuians
S:3f-7:00 am

jjjj SCHOOL OF TOURISM
E±l and Hospitality Management
TEMPLE

SKI & SKATE

A IIVIN6 HIOHATOtr

"The faculty in the School of Tourism
and Hospitality Management were
most instrumental in my decision
to attend the program, large factors
in my fantastic experience as a
student in the program, and invaluable assets in my postgraduation teaching plans."

SKMITS Si

JACKETS. BOOTS, 30V-ICX» OF

UNIVERSITY

JMU Freshmen and Seniors are randorr ly being
contacted to complete this survey. The iniversity is
interested in knowing how students spend their time, the
nature of their interactions with faculty n tembers and
peers, and what they have gained from :neir college
experience. JMU can use the answers to these questions
to improve learning and other aspects c campus life. The
survey is like an anonymous suggestion oox, and the
university needs to hear from a broad c ss-section of
students. The survey takes less that 16 i linutes to
complete via the web, and responses are completely
confidential. If you are contacted, plea^ respond.
The NSSE project is co-sponsored by U le Carnegie
Foundation for the Advancement of Tea ling and the Pew
Forum on Undergraduate Learning. It's tdministered by
the Center for Survey Research at Indie >a University and
supported in part by a grant from the Li> nina Foundation
for Education.

AfflltlAllO WITH Ml 101 SCHOOt Of lUUHlii AHD MAHACtHlM

For information call 215-204-8701
»*#•(*« ,MI« t, MM* r lattAN

sthm<"temple.edu . www.temple.edu/STHM

T

|X NO /YES X NO vf I
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CLASSIFIEDS
Max

nt Friendly H:>:
Nice,
areas.
|. Cli/abath.
* Waster. Dm Mid lour bedrooms,
parking, yen). W/D. smokers and
pets welcome. June 1, '01 details
can 87»9M7.
Roam AvaMabte AJLA.P In Squire
. Mill townhon." Qraat roommate,
. pet friendly community. Call
I MO421-3063
2 Reeass A.MtaWe ■ For March
move-in at Sunchase S:U8.00 per
I month or 1320.00 with a private
I basVoom. Contact Usa. 442-4800.
Did yon know Ihul your
pai i■ i it - can He 1 ■
subscription lo

The Brtwze?

Spaclows and Quiet 2 BR
Apartments ■ $275 per person In
6 unit student building. Fully
equipped *iih 1/5 bath, W/D. A/C
0/W, and large living and dming
rooms. Cat or dog allowed. Visit
www. casffcorope/ry com

Nteo Apartment for rssntl
1 Bedroom, living room
5 minutes from JMU
Perfect for individual or couple
$300/momn <$325 for couple)

2 ■edroom House W/D. A/C.
wasting distance. MOO. Lease starts
7/1/04 Cat 8280464.

DSK)

The Breeze!

loft Apartment 1 large room with
bath, high ceilings, targe windows.
Located across from Dave's
laverna downtown $350 mo./dep.
No lease required. Call 4337325

Call today to start your
wibfccriptiori1 We accept VISA
and Master Card b\ \-itanc at
you may mail in your payment.

eredeatten Weak • Massanutten.
6/07 5/14. SumoM/GoM Grown 2
BP sleeps 6. full kitchen, deck,
fireplace, jecuui tub. $1500 Call
6788497444.

Call 56S-6I27 unlay!

291 CamssMII Street - Will be
variable from June 1. 2004 to May
31. 2005 Washer/dryer, nice area.
caR 4336047.

or Set) for first class mail.
you can receive a full year of

Elliseeth Street 5 i^drooms.
porches, hardwood floors, ethernet.
appliances. Call 568-3068.
leem Avails*** • Now through
8 12-04 at Sunchaso for |uit
$308.00 Co>tact Uaa. 442-4800.
Main Street, lee&e August.
$195.00. Call 540 578 0510.
»n appliances, avaiiabla 8/17.
$475. Ca« 433-1569
Large 1 ledreem ApartmentGood location, eveilablp a.s.s.p..
close. $360 Can 4331569.
Laaja S BesVoon Cendo • Shaded
deck. 1220 each, August, call
4332221
large Tewaaeeee - 3 dedrooms.
2 1/2 baVM, large dec*, basement,
short walk to campus $250 each.
^variable in August Can 433-2221
Naga Head ■ Student Summer
Rentals, seabreeiere^lty.com for
pictures, 1 252-2556328.
3 ■idrsam Perfiliaid Ttw
Main Street. Lease August.

$195.00 Call 540 578-0510
Hoeeee aiiilslli far Res* - Nert
»oar. all close to JMU Call
4332126
Harrlseneerg's Source for OffCampus Hsuslag
Sublets.
roommates, and furniture.
"ww.fternscvferivfrba'npus.com

looking for writers.

IMi -'< ifi li pod aoa jfwaali
April 29 and only applies to
advni»sing in the Tor Sale'
section. Ads must be 20 words
a less Of Iff MasM H lassVVBal
Hems only Retail stores and
businesses do not qualify for this
special oner All ads are subject
10 Breeze approval

phutugunhcrs. and editors'
Call Sr.K-6127 far more
Information!

Part Time
Work

Camp Tatuso for boys,
Naples. Mane; Trtpp Lake Camp lor
girls, Poland, Mama. Noted for
picturesque lakefront locations and
exceptional facilities. Mid-June
through mid-August. Over 100
counselor positions in tennis,
baseball, basketball, soccer,
lacrosse, golf, flag football, roller
hockey, field hockey, swimming,
sailing, water skiing, gymnastics.
dance, horseback riding, archery.
weight training, newspaper,
photography, video, woodworking,
ceramics/pottery, crafts, Una arts.
sHver jewelry, copper enamel, nature
study, radio/electronics, theater.
ooaturnar. piano accompanist, music
instrumentalist, backpacking, rock
ckmbmg, carx>ekig/vayaklng. ropes
course, secretarial, nanny. Call
Takejo at 1S00-25O8252. Call Tnpp
Lake at 1800-997 4347. Or apply
on-line at «»». tshejo com or
www. tnpplB* ecamp.com

-Great Pay

Summer Job

NtmcF
For was? isfereaaioa and awHancc
■tprdsf t* ui«cuipn>»i -i finaacini
hjviwtinppnrtt»inrt contact At ftmrr

Menu Manay Tsseng OaBne Berveya
Eam $10 $125 for surveys Earn
$25 250 for focus groups. Visit
www.casft4stuclBraS«»n/tinJa»
For 2004 Summer ai
North Myrtle Beach No eipenence
Apply at wwwnatWfaguaros.com.

Mw.

-Flexible Schedules

For rssat . 7 bed/2 bath condo kl
new building Fully furnished.
Hunter's Ridge. $375 per bed.
Available 8/1/04. Managed by
owner CaN Kan. 540-298-2074.

-Customer Sales/Service

MRA la seeking 57 men and
women for fun time summer
emplcyrnent MRA provtoes canoeing, kayaking, mtr tubing, bus
tours, and Rock ckrntang adventures MRA »s located across from
Massanunen Resort. Employee*
must be rrntrvassd. arahuslasoc.
s*l rnanagad. and neve a good
tirMng record.
Ml
nO
asaaaarHftrerwWveferaei. osm

-All Majors Welcome

-Great Resume Experience
-All Ages 18+
-Conditions Apply

Massanutten
2 bedroom 1
bath, non smoker. Pet okay with
deposit. Watar/sewer paid.
$600.00 per month. Available
May LCall home • 540-710-6194
or cell 540 220 3397

vvww.earnparttime.coni

House fa* Bert • 4 •edroom. 2
bath, living room, dming room, fUM
kitchen, fenced back yard, storage)
basement with waaher and dryer 2
block walking distance to campus.
Mason Street entrance at 85 East
Gratton Street Call 810 8290

Attention Dukes! - $10.25
dese/appt. Local company looking tor
articulate college students. FVaxDle
schedule*, great resume experience
m customer sales and service.
Continue m summer. All ages 18*
Conditions apply. Call 438-1300
Stjaj ■jajrfasVsisWssI cow
• ACAC
is seeking committed Summer
Camp counselors for June 7 August 27. Counselors can earn
from $6 50-S9.00 per hour,
depending on experience If you
are creative, exciting, and
energized, then ACAC has an
opportunity for ,ou Full-time with
benefits1 For more Information
i call Adam at 817 1747

Advertise in
The Breeze
Classified Ads!
i3.0U lor the tint 10 word*
S2.00foreachadd'l 10 words
Block ads are SlU inch

Hi HJii llil Uregsart Staff ISseeed
At a summer camp located in
Wakefieid. Va. Employment runs
Memorial Day • late August. Current
Lifeguard and Professional Rescuer
CPR certifications required. For
irsormabon, contact the Airfield 4H
Center at 757 8994901

Now accepting
credit cards!
Viss or Master Card
Place year ad today!

Week • Hears - Find rnY 10 jobs
rxoofWayrxWng eam about $100
commission Can you? Will you? Ema> Kns>vwi02*»aoi com.

568-6127

■Apply at JessLunch #1 Hiring for alt shifts.
Freshmen, sopnomorea and kjrsOrs
preferred

ino

semester or until
your Item sells
(whichever comes first)!

mow

ssset ass rssnssi Rash 3 Bedroom
townhouse available August 2004 m
Klester school aree, quasi and safe
neighborhood, garage, large deck,
phone and cable outlets in each
room, partially furnished. $285 per
person. For more details or an
appointment, call 180OS42-2227.
or e-ma* spyrt*gO»sfierHgf.riet

Only SIS to rna your
"For Sale" ad for the entire

Breeze. JMU** award
winning newspaper! We are

2 S-ajedrsom Diipleae* • 1 1/2
oaths, walking distance, w/d. gd.
d/w. Available 8/1/04, $W0 Call

l-80a-5.U-5501

$4(1 for third class in.ul

Apply for a position at The

5* BSsfeosm Hauss Large rooms. 1
•nile from campus. 2 baths, 1
Kitchen, some utilities paid, lease
starts 7/1/04. Call 8280464

Call M0412-tM2

6/1/04. $450, some utilities
Ca»82R0464

Want a chance to
work with the coolest
kids on campus?!

\12tfok)

FieeMeoli
I 800 733 6347

$509
y3U7

www BeachL1eVacations.com
Spring Break Panama City SIM
7 nights. 6 free parlies, free
covers. 5 day spring break
Bahamas Cruise $279. Cancun.
Jamaica, Nassau $529. Daytona
$159. Call 1 8006786388
www. SpringSrsah rravel.com.

DOTY HOB OUT CM TTSB GREAT

sssftU

TO

Call 566-6127 for more
information

auOssSfOUssW-lrrMyouontne
bus and have been intrigued ever
since. E-mail met
ThMAnnoytnfBusGut&rat*x> .com

:

ValOTtYnVVDii'"":
Uivin'

Erin - We may not have the beat of
luck win guys at JMU. But we ve had
the best of luck with fnends. You 1
always be my favorite dinner date
llasyyV I nllii sDay• *■**<«■
kaastiailiic* iMimtahx.w>wfcasssrsatOn* [assssiavbie^BSsss|
those cTsppy days with non-crspp)

1999 He«da CMe DX Automatic,
air. 84.000 miles. $6,000 Call
289-7974.

ISBSSSSQBBl
- You don't coos, you don't
clean, and you are the neediest
person I Ve ever met. Whv am I doing
thai again? Just khUing. I love you!
-Matt

Only 420
miles, new $2,200.00. will sell for
$1,200. Win store over summer no
charge Call 8332822

Happy Vaseastfase'a Day and 2rt
Birthday Peaches! - I hope It is a
menvrahle one! - Aquafreah

Bahamas Spring Break Party
Cruise - Five days from $279. Party
with Real World Pans celebrities
at exclusive cast parties. Great
beaches and nightlife Includes
meets, port/hotel taxes Call
1S0O6786386
www Spnret3n?a* Travel com

Local - full service agency, close
to JMU campus. Piosssslunal •
Caring - 28 years in the business
(840)443-1111

>ek - Free parties, best
hotels, lowest prtcesl call 1-800
985-6789. www.bvwefcersVsveV.corn

1887 Pert RepuNIc Road

fl Spring Break Vacations
Cencun. Jamaica. Acapuico,
Behamee, and Ftortda. Best parties,
beat hotels, best prices Group
discounts, orgsnuers travel free.
Space is limited, book now and
savel Call 1-800 234-/007.
www. f><cBe**Summe< 7ows.com.

SPRING BREAK'04

assssil aaeak - Beach and 5w tripe
on sale now. CaH 1800SUNCHASC
today or visit www.sunchaee.com.

STSTRAVEL.COM

Premier Enterprises A pool
company m Northern Virginia la
looking
for
supervisors,
managers and lifeguards. Visit
www.premiei411.com. Apply online or cal 1-877-SEC-POOL.

![sAvi$inmiiMM
>;a«M
i la«r
'das',

SI

f™!1
'.v.'./..sunsplashtoiifs.com
1.800.426.7710
SERVICES
Clube -Student Groups

Cevaaer - 98.000 miles.
new tires, good condition Must sea
by June! $2,000 or best offer. Can
Lauren at 574-2338

Eam S1.000-S2,000 this
semester wrtti a proven
CampusFundraiser 3 hour
fundralsing event. Our free
programs make fundraistng
easy with no risks. Fund-raising
dates are fUlng quickly, so get
with the program! ft works.

Looking For Mere Fleer Space?
Try a Rrnbernest bed loft for $175.
Contact Saundra Barrett at 612
5817 or 6*rrwsle>ru.eoV

1 -800 648-4840
www.slstravel.com

1 love the Breeze. I love m>
nevartatl Iflur my boy who brings ma
smoothies Happy Valentine's Day!
Love. KJ
To all any "Valeatlnee- at Tste
llreeie- Happy Valentine's Day!
Valentine1* IM> OB I SaNirtiav easfl
btbssfllOUS, R.-nee
CL - We are some pretty sluts, aren't
Hef rissssl h* brmt **» BtassssBBl
Love, Your (true) Vaasnttne
Roaea are Kexd, I VO\T vrnen we pan-.
baresi VassBaaeni asssSeal lo Ho;*
JlxivemyrotsTuesf
To My Special Valentine
Heather, Thank you for five
wnrvienVI ■n™t»hw, (kweyoo* -Prevr
. e are red, viokM are cooL My
stair* the best, all uf you rule! -de
boss

Fraternities • Sororities

a-ae •emaonrte Luggage" Set1 large rolling check-thru and
matching ca<<y-on duffle. $50.00.
Great for spring break1 Can

Loving. chikSess couple
wishing to adopt an infant WW pay
all medical and legal expenses. Ca*
collect 41O3O94W06 (Charles and
Susan). Let's help each other.

Contact CampusFundralser at
11888)92*3238. or visit
www. campuaruntf rearer, pom

To the girts of Che* BMi-Wr
never leave a man babmd (aaeept on
Vaasnbne's Day*!) Irweyall lots. KKO
ssaakas-1 have never met sorneona
who (khes so much m my assl But
serbuaty, thanks far rveryusfig. I love
you!-Jon
To the awesome glrla of
Ajaarttweet E- Thanks lor 2 funfaVd veers and brlghkHeng so mafa/
crfraydeyi! Lots oflovf..leas.
Heavy Vaseastinara Day to d the
lovely ladles of JMU, from
Q: Who cook* the best hamburger
lrlun. iiiekc-. the rumurt BMS S
lcoksgreatinriraiaie?A:M> ijvoriar
T. Thanks far an amazing 4 months!
from your J.
NATO- loa'ra s better "fake"
hn^friend tn mr than he was a real
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lost without you. Happy V alendne's
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Project TRAIN IT
Immediate Need Technology Internship Opportunity!
"Meeting Hie Technology Challenges of the 2f Century Workplace "

1

We arain search of a tech studeni
interested in instmctional technology to
providatcchiik.il assistance, consultation,
and support to Technology Coordinate loi
a federally funded spccialired training
program.
—^^■BBBBSa*'
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i ISfTT Clndgclqred Major

To apply: email resumes and itatt
application to
marilyn(ajvalleyworkforce.coni
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hour * Expenses * Flei time * Government Project Experience!
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.. spi^AY-ory TAN .

Hamsonburg s Mystic Tan Booth

Press button. Spraiy-on muit gets you Uiree shades dnrfcer without the use of UV Raus

_;

1'Visit $2499

Simmons Cut & Tan
Harrisonbure & Bridgewater locations
200 Min $27 -Month $37
Sundash Wolff Tamiins Systems

TRYH'BURG'S HIGH PRESSURE BED

1 session equals 7-8 sessions in regular tanning beds
iM E. wo». st.
-^. Near Kimea Ice Cream
\y
432-«i76

3 SESSION*/BASE TAN $60
MC/Visa accepted

«3o NO* *«n si
Brtdoawater Va /£•
82I-233B
ff

Walk-tns Welcome

Interested in being
a 1XfiCG£@editor?
Please «ee«<4
r>eau»*«e «r»»^«c<
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S
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Employers:
- BDM International
- Ford Motor Company
- NASA
~ DuPont
- EPA
- Technology Forecasters
- Gujlford Pharmaceuticals
- Peace Corp
- National Institutes of
Health

■rn About:
An exciting major with
"great career potential
(average starting salary is
$48,600)
- Student research
opportunities
- Internship opportunities

Typical Job Titles:
- Technology Manager
- Systems Engineer
- Information Systems
Consultant
~ Project Manager
- Health Systems Analyst
- Policy Analyst
- Science Journal Editor
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Meet the Dukes' 2004 coaches
'Spanky7 McFarland

Diamond Dukes developing talent.. 3
Old man Lindsey hits the diamond.. 4
Butia's bat slugs away on CAA
Rosters and depth charts

6-7

Dukes set for improved season .... 8

Joe 'Spank/ McFarland was named the 2002 Colonial Athletic Association Coach of the Year. He guided
the JMU Diamond Dukes to a school-record 44 wins, a
first-place regular-season finish in the CAA and to the
program's first NCAA regional tournament since 1995.
His six JMU teams have combined for a record of 195
151-2, including last year's 29-27 squad.
McFarland was named the baseball coach in
October 1997, a very unusual time of the year to
take the reigns of a Division I baseball program. He
did not have the benefit of evaluating his players
during the fall session, and on-the-field time was limited during the few weeks
between early January and the opener Feb. 14.
The 49-year-old coached for seven seasons (1991-97) at Northern Illinois University in
DeKalb, El., which reinstated baseball in 1991 after discontinuing the program in 1981 He
previously was an assistant coach at South Florida (1986-90), Georgia Tech (198^85), Flodia State (1982) and Appalachian State (1981).
McFarland was bom May 25,1954, and is a native of New Carlisle, Ohio. He is a graduate of Hillsdale College in Michigan with a bachelor of arts degree in physical education
and art. He received a master's in physical education at Appalachian State in 1981.
—from staff reports
— Photo courtesy of JMU SPORTS MEDIA RELATIONS

Jaworski' s work ethic rubbing off.. 9
Smith's swings in full effect

10

Team schedules

12

Katie Flynn
One of Katie Hynn's main goals after becoming the
coach in November 2000 was to turn JMU Softball into
a competitive program on a regional level. In what was
the first year of the team's existence, Hynn guided the
Dukes to a 25-24 record in their first year and a berth in
the semifinals of the CAA Championships.
Hynn joined the JMU staff with seven seasons of
head coaching experience. A 1990 Colgate University
graduate, she was the head coach at Colgate from
1994-97 and at the University of North CarolinaGreensboro from 1998-2000. "We are extremely pleased
to have a coach of Katie's caliber join our staff," said
JMU athletics director Jeff Bourne. "She's an avid recruiter and has proven she can be
successful in two other programs."
Hynn coached the 1998 Southern Conference Player of the Year while at UNCGreensboro, and Colgate, in 1997, had only its third 20-victory season.
Before joming the Colgate staff, Hynn was an assistant for two seasons at Ohio State
University, where she coached first base and worked with the team's outfielders. She
also has worked as an assistant coach and as an intern in the sports information office at
Stetson University.
A native of East Greenwich, R.I., Hynn earned a bachelor of arts degree in history
horn Colgate and a Master of Arts degree in sports management and athletic administrauT^0^0,^^1111993'She lettered four times as a catcher in softball at Colgate and
helped the Red Raiders to an Eastern College Athletic Conference Tournament berth in
1987 and to a team-record 24 victories in 1990.
—from staff reports
—Photo courtesy of JMU SPORTS MEDIA RELATIONS
cover by JESSICA TAYLOR/a/1 director

- Brad Richards and Wes ffeinel thank the following people for the time and efforl trte\ spent on the final sports supplement ol this school vi
renville iid Kristen Green for helpingcorrei tii
ind putting up with our nonsense; photoeditoi I aura Dean and Krish Nicolichlor their Ivln II
'creative cover page; graphics editoi Marc< hoi for histme-of-a-kind graphics wwk; andedito Drew Wilson and Alison Farm
tthisth - I
ii-.li \nd anothei thank you to whomever wv mistaken!) forgot. We appreciate yoiti help because we could not haw done thisb\ ourselves
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Diamond Dukes counteract youth with talent
McFarland adds 12 freshmen to squadfor 2004
BY TODD BAGCHI
AND JKFF TOMIK

contributing writers
JMU enters this season with only one
senior, but coach Spanky McFarland and
his Diamond Dukes believe that by the
time Colonial Athletic Association confer
ence play starts, the youngsters will have
gained enough experience to win.
"We're young, Jjut very talented,"
McFarland said.
Red-shirt senior outfielder and cocaptain Alan Lindsey is the squad's lone
senior. Lindsey has suffered from
injuries in his time at JMU, but success
from earlier in his college career makes
him confident that he can lead the team.
"With the job the coaches are doing,
I feel no pressure at all," Lindsey said.
"All we can do with the young guys is
give them experience, set an example
and show them that winning is a dayto-day process."
Lindsey will lead a Diamond Dukes
ball club that finished up its 2003 campaign slightly above .500, going 29-27
overall and 13-7 in conference play.
"It's no secret that last year was a
huge disappointment, and everyone

—a
It's no secret last year was a
huge disappointment, and
everyone who was on that team
learned something from that.
—Alan Lindsey
red-shirt senior outfielder

55

who was on that team learned something from that," Lindsey said. "We are
not' taking anything for granted this
year. We are going to use our youth as
an advantage by looking at this season
one game at a time."
Expecting to pace the offense this
season is junior outfielder and co-captain Mike Butia. Butia is a two-year
starter and was picked as the CAA preseason Player of the Year by opposing
coaches within the conference. Butia
finished last season second on the team
in both batting average and home runs.
He netted a .362 average, eight home
runs, and made the CAA All-Conference team as an honorable mention.
Lindsey added, "Mike (Butia) is a
solid outfielder who is going to carry
much of the offensive [workjload."
The Diamond Dukes' pitching staff
will feature an array of fresh faces,
considering seven of the 12 freshmen
on the team are pitchers.
"The freshmen are going to be a big
part of our team," red-shirt sophomore right-handed pitcher Geoff
Degener said. "Some of the freshmen
pitchers are going to get a lot of
innings, along with some position
Photo courtesy of JMU Photography
guys, and they are going to get better
with every inning they play."
Red-sNrt sophomore left-handed pitcher Greg Nesbitt wH toss a number of innings this year.
Freshmen pitchers, left-handed Ryan
speed by playing the short game and
Lobban, right-handed Travis Risser and
finding different ways to get men on
left-handed Jacob Cook, all will see time
base. He has worked with the pitchers
-64
on the mound, according to McFarland.
to find two or three good pitches and
Junior right-handed pitcher and co-capSome of the freshmen pitchers encouraged them to go after batters.
tain Brian Leatherwood is penciled in as
Defensively, he has worked on the
the ace of JMU's staff. Number two in are going to get a lot of innings
basics and emphasized the importhe rotation will be red-shirt sophomore
of making the routine play.
left-handed pitcher Greg Nesbitt.
...they are going to get better tance
"Thus far, it has been a fun year,"
"Leatherwood works on his game
with every inning they play.
McFarland said. "The guys are young,
constantly, and I expect that his work
but working extremely hard and catchethic will pay huge dividends for him
—
Geoff
Degener
ing on fast. They seem to be buying
this year," Lindsey said.
red-shirt sophomore right-handed pitcher into the system.
Leatherwood started seven games
"I try to convince players to play against
last year, and finished with a 2-0 record
the game and not the opponent," McFarand a 6.96 earned run average.
land said. "We will do what we do and not
With the added youth to JMU's
Photo courtesy of JMU Photography
lineup, the Diamond Dukes also have Bowser is probably the fastest guy in be concerned with who we play against."
The Diamond Dukes open up their seatacked on a wealth of speed and the league," McFarland said.
Freshman shortstop Davis Stonebumer wMI
McFarland
said
he
has
been
workson
at home vs. Longwood University Feb.
quickness,
McFarland
said.
be caled upon by coach Spanky McFarland
"(Freshman oufielder) Brandon ing on trying to utilize the team's 14 at Long Field/Mauck Stadium at noon.
to anchor the squad's young InfleU In 2004.

55
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Lindsey seeks healthy, winning senior season
Photo courtesy of

Lone senior set to lead young Diamond Dukes\
atone for time lost due to nagging injuries
BY MATT STOSS

contributing writer
It's been five years since red-shirt
senior left fielder Alan Lindsey left LeeDavis High School in Richmond.
At first, it seemed that his post-prep
plans might lean toward professional
baseball, as he was drafted in the 44th
round in the 1999 Amateur Draft by the
Boston Red Sox. But, coming out of
high school, late picks are long shots at
making it to the major leagues.
Out of high school, Lindsey went to
Clemson University, but soon transferred, citing baseball as his primary reason for his trek to Harrisonburg.
Now, five years later, the left fielder

finds himself the lone senior on a
youth-laden JMU baseball team.
"He just wants to win his senior
year," coach Spanky McFarland said.
"Right now, he just wants to win."
The Diamond Dukes are left without
first baseman Eddie Kim ('03), who now
plays for the Vancouver Canadians of the
Northwest League, a minor league affiliate of the Oakland Athletics.
"[Junior outfielder and co-captain
Mike] Butia and I are going to have to
diwy up the offensive weight this year,"
Lindsey said. "I think Mike's going to
carry a little more than me. [Kim's] are
some big shoes to fill."
In the absence of Kim and other
seniors, the young Diamond Dukes
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After an Injury plagued career as a Diamond Duke, redehlrt senior right fielder Alan Undsey
hopes to reproduce statistics similar to his freshman year when he h»t .345 In 56 games.

JMU PhtHoxraphy

Red-shirt senior
left fielder Alan
Lindsey takes
his lead away
from second
base during a
game last season. Lindsey is
the squad's
lone senior and
Is a co-captain
for the 2004
season.

will look to Lindsey for a bit of
offense this year and, according to
McFarland, a little leadership
between and beyond the lines.
"The biggest thing we're expecting
out of Alan is just to lead, on and off
the field," McFarland said.
After an injury plagued collegiate
career, Lindsey finally is well. Last year, he
struggled with his health, hitting just .231,
while starting only 31 of JMU's 56 games
— far cry from his freshman campaign
where he hit .345 and started 46 games. Yet
in 2003, he still managed to muscle up for a
career-high five home runs.
In his first season at JMU, Lindsey
recorded four home runs and 25 runs
batted in, while spliting time in right
field and seeing action in 56 games. His
early success carried over into his
sophomore year. Lindsey hit .287 with
four more home runs and 23 RBls, while
only starting 21 games due to injury.
For his career, Lindsey has totaled a
.295 batting average, with 13 home runs
and 73 RBIs.
This year, Lindsey and McFarland
look to a healthy final season at JMU.
"The only time he's been healthy the
whole year was his first year, and he had a
great year," McFarland said. "I think his
biggest problem is that he's been hurt and
hasn't been able to get into a groove."
This season, however, is a little different for Lindsey and the Diamond Dukes.
JMU finished last season with a disappointing 29-27 record. But, after finishing second in the Colonial Athletic
Association behind Virginia Commonwealth University in 2002 and 2001,
there was talk of making a run at the
conference title and perhaps even an
NCAA Regional berth in 2004.
With considerably lowered public
expectations in 2004, the red-shirt
senior looks to use his final year in
purple and gold playing underdog —
a change from the attitudes of Lindsey's prior teams.
This season, instead of experience,
JMU will take the turf and grass of
Long Field/Mauck Stadium with a surplus of youth. The rest of the CAA is a
different story, brandishing three All-

u
The biggest thing we're
expecting out ofAlan is just to
lead, on and off the field...
right now, he just wants to win.
— Spanky McFarland
baseball coach

55
American pitchers and an array of talent throughout the conference.
"All those clubs have experience
coming back, and experience is a big
thing," McFarland said. "But, at the
same time, we feel we are very talented
— young, but talented."
Now, Lindsey finds himself in the
unique position of solitary senior, but
changing situations is something Lindsey has become accustomed to in his
college baseball career. He's done just
about everything — he has been drafted, transferred, hurt and, now in 2004, he
will be a leader.
Lindsey now leads his young teammates to what he hopes is a winning
season, and perhaps a conference title,
by utilizing the element of surprise.
"I think this year we are going to be
underdogs, which is a lot of fun," Lindsey
said. "Some guys might take us too lightly, and we can sneak up on somebody."
In looking to the. future, Lindsey gazes
no further than tomorrow. For him, it's all
about attitude, and focusing on this year.
"I'm just looking to have fun and
playing baseball," Lindsey said.
At this season's end however, professional baseball is not completely out
of the question. The Amateur Draft and
free agency are foreseeable when it's all
said and done, Butia said.
"I'm thinking about today and getting better now," Lindsey said. "If [professional baseball] is an option at the
end of the year, then I'll think about it.
Right now, I just want go out, play hard
and get a win."

©
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Butia expected to carry JMU's
offense, lead Diamond Dukes
Junior right fielder named preseason CAA Player of the Year
BY REBECCA SCHOFIELD

contributing writer
Junior right fielder Mike Butia is known for leading
by example, and this season will provide the co-captain
another opportunity to do just that — lead. After receiving JMU's Kevin Nehring Rookie of the Year Award
during his freshman season in 2002, the outfielder has
yet to stop pushing himself.
Receiving All-Conference honors last season and recently
chosen as the Colonial Athletic Association's preseason Player of the Year, Butia will be known this season as "the guy
other teams fear," according to junior right-handed pitcher
and co-captain Brian Leatherwood.
Coach Spanky McFarland agrees with Leatherwood, stating Butia's stellar hitting abilities as some of the best he has
seen in his seven years coaching at JMU.
"Everyone gets their rum to do something in baseball,"
McFarland said. "It's more of an individual sport in that
regard, and [with his ability at the plate] we always like to
have Butia up during big situations."
Butia's combination of talent and ability in clutch situations, as well as his diligent work ethic, have been credited by
McFarland as major motivating factors for this young team.
"When I was a freshman, there were a lot of older guys
that took us under their wing," Butia said. "While we don't
have the numbers as far as upperdassmen go, our younger
guys are extremely hard workers."
One of only three upperdassmen, Butia tries to be an
example to his teammates on the field.
"[Butia] has a great work ethic and is an amazing team
player," Leatherwood said. "He makes everyone that much
better just being around him."
McFarland said Butia's combination of both talent and
leadership on the field greatly will assist the Diamond Dukes'
team goal of playing their own game rather than focusing on
specific wins and losses.
Baseball always has been a major part of Butia's life. Since
Little League, he has developed as an athlete into a top Division I outfielder with aspirations of a major-league draft pick.
"JMU was the first school to show a great deal of interest
in me," Butia said. "I was recruited as both a pitcher and an
outfielder, but once I got here, it became evident that 1 was
needed most in the field."
Butia rarely takes a break from his sport, as mis past sum-

u
[Butia] has a great work ethic and is an
amazing team player. He makes
everyone that much better just being
around him.
— Brian Leatherwood
junior right-handed pitcher

—5 V

mer he played in the Cape Cod league in New England, as
well as the Clark Griffith League in Arlington.
Modest in his accomplishments, Butia credits his parents and his hitting coach as influential people in the
development of his career.
"My parents have supported me 100 percent from the
very beginning," Butia said. "They never pressured me to
continue playing and if I were to quit tomorrow, they would
still be my biggest fans/'
Butia also acknowledged JMU hitting coach Chuck
Bartlett as a key developer in progressing his hitting abilities.
As the season kicks off this Saturday against Longwood
University, Butia holds high hopes for success.
"We will defiantly exceed expectations this year — I have
no doubt in my mind that we will be major contenders in the
CAA this season," Butia said.

4<
We will defiantly exceed expectations
this year — I have no doubt in my
mind that we will be major contenders
in the CAA this season.
— Mike Butia
junior right fielder

55
Photo courtesy of JMU
Photography

Junior right fielder Mike Butia
was named the
Colonial Athletic
Association preseason Player of
the Year. Butia
finished second
on the team last
season In batting, posting a
.362, eight home
runs and 43
RBIs. With a
young squad in
2004, coach
Spanky McFarland said he expects a solid
amount of leadership on and off
the field from the
Diamond Dukes'
co-captain.
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roster

depth chart

10

RobAltieri

Fr.

INF.

Greensburg, Pa.

13

Matt.Armentrout

Fr.

OF/P

Grottoes

CF

14

Brandon Bowser

Fr.

OF

Roaring Spring, Pa.

Brandon Bowser

19

MattBristow

So.

OF

Richmond

29

Mike Buna

Jr.

OF

Pittsburgh, Pa.

25

Jacob Cook

Fr.

LHP/OF

Mechanicsville

4

Michael Cowgill

So.

INF

Lexington, Ky.

9

Geoff Degener

r-So.

RHP

Cape May, NJ.

7

SkylerDoom

So.

OF

Yorktown

5

Shea Harris

So.

C

Washington Township, NJ.

27

Trevor Kaylid

Fr.

LHP/OF

Cary, N.C.

18

Joe Lake

Fr.

2B/3B/OF

Elkridge, Md.

36

Bobby Lasko

Fr.

RHP

Athens, Pa.

11

Brian Leatherwood

Jr.

RHP

Norfolk

21

AlanLindsey

r-Sr.

OF,

Mechanicsville

22

RyanLobban

Fr.

LHP

Upper Saddle River, NJ.

3

SeanLoso

r-So.

2B/OF

Harrisonburg

37

ClayMcKim

So.

RHP

Hanover, Pa.

26

Travis Miller

So.

RHP

Harrisburg, Pa.

35

Mitchell Moses

So.

RHP/IB

Richmond

33

GregNesbift

r-So.

LHP

Drumore, Pa.

ses

28

David Rich

r-Fr.

LHP

Smithtown, N.Y.

20

Patrick Riley

So.

RHP

Johnson City, N.Y.

38

Travis Risser

Fr.

RHP

Palmyra, Pa.

15

Dan Santobianco

So.

C

Wilmington, Del.

24

NateSchill

So.

3B/RHP

Audobon, NJ.

6

MattSluder

So.

C

Mechanicsville

15

Davis Stoneburner

Fr.

SS

Richmond

DH

Skyler Doom

Head Coach: Spanky McFarland
Associate Head Coach: Chuck Bartlett
Assistant Coaches: Dustin Bowman and Jay Sullenger

DiSmajd,

LHP

Jacob Cook
Trevor Kaylid
Ryan Lobban
Greg Nesbitt
David Rich

RHP

Geoff Degener
Bobby Lasko
Brian Leatherwood
Clay McKim
Travis Miller
Mitchell Moses
Patrick Riley
Travis Riser
Nate Schill
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04 JMU SOFTBALL
depth chart

roster
(?

Kelly Ann Berkemeir

So.

2B

Dallas, Texas

10

Iricia Berryman

5o.

Oh

Buckingham

CF

18

Renee Bounds

Fr.

P

Denton, Md.

Lau

*4

Natalie Burd

Jr.

OF

Bristol, Pa.

Briana Carrera

So.

UT

San Diego, Calif.

2

Leah Conley

Jr.

P

Levittown, Pa.

24

Lauren Curtis

So.

OF

Seattle, Wash.

8

Katie George

Fr.

SS

Virginia Beach

3

Liz George

Jr.

P/OF

Virginia Beach

SS

21

Katie Jaworski

Jr.

UT

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Katit

23

Samantha-Legorreta

Fr.

C/3B

Watsonville, Calif.

17

Andrea Long

Fr.

OF

Laury's Station, Pa.

15

Kristy Nixon

r-Jr.

IB

Virginia Beach

12

Lindsey Romick

Fr.

C/SS

Hannibal, Ohio

22

Ashlee Schenk

Jr.

C

Nashville, Tenn.

33

Lauren Schmitz

Fr.

2B/3B

Pacific Grove, Calif.

20

Katherine Schray

Fr.

OF

Stephens City

16

Kara Schwind

Sr.

C/3B

Midlothian

Megan Smith

So.

IB

Sterling

Sally Smith

Fr.

P/OF

Mechanicsville

14
1

WJ^r

Ann Berk*

z

3B»
™

^

if

*•

/

k.

^

DH

Katie.laworski

LHP
Liz George

Head Coach: Katie Flynn
Assistant Coaches: Lisa Ciavardin and Cheryl Denny

RHP
Renee Bounds
Briana Carrera
Leah Conley
Sally Smith
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Dukes poised for successful year
JMU taking it
one game at a
time in 2004
BY JAMES IRWIN

contributing writer
Fifteen — the number of one-run games
JMU lost last season. Nineteen — the number of defeats by two runs or less. To say
that the Dukes were more competitive in
2003 than their 18-31 record suggests might
be an understatement.
Fast forward to 2004, when, according to head coach Katie Flynn, JMU currently has a solid core of players coming
back, and the team is battle-hardened
and determined — prepared to establish
itself as a formidable team in the Colonial Athletic Association.
Softball games begin and end with
pitching, and Flynn believes that the
Dukes will be both talented and deep in
the circle this season. They would have
brought back three pitchers, each of
whom tossed over 85 innings last season, but junior Leah Conley will be out
for the season with a knee injury.
Despite Conley's injury, the Dukes still
have (pitchers) sophomore Briana Carrera and junior Liz George.

—66
/ think you will be able to see
how much our team has grown
from last year with respect to
confidence and experience.
— Katie Jaworski
junior utility player and co-captain

99

photo courtesy of JMU PHOTOGRAPHY

The Dukes will open their season Feb. 13 in Chapel Hill, N.C., against Elon College at 11 a.m. as part of the Triangle
"We try and balance it out," Flynn Classic. JMU Is looking to bounce back from several close and dlssappolnting losses last season.
said. "Briana Carrera is going to get the
ball in a lot of tough games. Liz George
"Each year, you know a little more and future," Schwind said. "We need to succeed
"The middle of the pack is a cluster
will get the ball, and we're looking for get better at what you do," Jaworski said. in the drills we practice every day. We have fighting for second and third place," Flynn
(sophomore pitcher) Renee Bounds to "Kara (Schwind) and I believe that it's our to know what to do with the ball and said. "[The University of] Delaware and
step up and be that fourth starter, which job to help keep things running smoothly." always know the situation we're in."
George Mason [University] are there. We
will make us even deeper."
Flynn hopes that sophomore center
Jaworski added, "I think you will be should be there as well; it's really pretty
At catcher, the Dukes have junior Ash- fielder Tricia Berryman, who is coming off able to see how much our team has balanced when you look at it."
lee Schenk, who has caught all 98 games in a solid first season, will continue her steady grown from last year with respect to conIn such a balanced conference, the winJMU softball history. The program played play. Although Flynn said the outfield is fidence and experience. If we play the ners and losers ultimately will be decided
still open, Berryman most likely will start way we are capable of, then we have a not by who has the most dominant players
its first season in the spring of 2002.
Flynn said Schenk will be a leader in an the season in center, teaming up with shot in the CAA."
or makes the biggest plays, but rather who
infield that also includes sophomore first juniors Natalie Burd and Liz George to
That shot, in a usually tightly packed is most fundamentally sound and able to
baseman Megan Smith, sophomore second round out the starting outfield.
division, is exactly what Flynn hopes for capitalize on the other team's miscues,
Schwind stressed that taking things one this year's team. While she knows that according to Schwind.
baseman Kelly Ann Berkemeier, freshman
shortstop Katie George and senior co-cap- game at a time is another big concept for Hofstra University is a big preseason
"Fundamentals are the key to success in
favorite, she also believes that the Dukes our game," Schwind said. "If we, as a team,
tain Kara Schwind at third base. A big the long season.
"We have to focus on the game we are can put themselves in a good position by do the little things right, the big things will
boost also should come from junior utility
playing ?nd not look too far into the winning close games.
player and co-captain Katie Jaworski.
fall into place."
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Junior's intensity impacting team
Two-time member of CAA Second Team, co-captain receives
high praise from coach and teammates entering 2004 season
BY TOM CIALINO

. contributing writer
One of the main ways in which head
coach Katie Flynn plans on improving
upon last year's 18-31 record is in the
return of junior utility infielder and cocaptain Katie Jaworski.
Jaworski, a two-time member of the
Colonial Athletic Association's Second
Team, will be a fixture in the middle of
a lineup that returns eight starters.
"It is unique to be a junior and a
captain, so that says a lot about her and
the type of kid she is," Flynn said. "She

brings a fierce competitiveness and
intensity to the team. You just love your
younger players to feed off that."
As a utility infielder Jaworski plans
to spend some time at designated hitter
as well, Jaworski was second on the
team last year with three home runs.
However, Jaworski sees plenty of room
for improvement.
"One of the things that I tried do to
over the off-season was become a better
hitter," Jaworski said. "I felt that I was
more consistent in the field than at the
plate, so I tried to work on that."
Jaworski is known by her team-

mates as an intense and competitive
player, according to fellow captain,
senior third baseman Kara Schwind.
The ultimate honor for such an attitude is the Purple and Gold Award,
which was given to her last year as
recognition of the JMU softball player
with the most heart and determination during the season.
Schwind said that Jaworski is well
liked and respected by her teammates
because of who she is on and off the field.
"I have played baseball or softball
going on 16 years now on many different levels, and I can honestly say that
Katie is one of the most hard-working
and intense players that I have ever
had a chance to play with," Schwind
said. "I have had the honor of playing
with her going on three years, and
every year she develops into a more
mature player and individual."
She has helped me become the
player I am today because she pushes
me when 1 want to stop," Schwind
added. "She will stay after and work
on drills with me until I believe 1 have
perfected them."
Part of the responsibility that comes
with being a captain is helping the newcomers adjust to college athletics, and
Jaworski said she and Schwind helped
show the freshmen the ropes in the first
few practices.
Jaworski believes that since this
process ran so smoothly and the
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Junior utility player Katie Jaworski was elected as a co-captain for the 2004 season.

Utility Infielder and designated hitter,
Katie Jaworski Is getting geared up for
a big season with the Dukes.

u
She brings a fierce
competitiveness and intensity to
the team. You just love your
younger players to feed off that.
—Katie Flynn
softball coach

55
freshmen adjusted so well, it only
will add to the poise and composure
that this group will maintair
throughout the season.
In fact, Jaworski feels that one ot
the main differences between last
year's team and the current squad that
returns 14 veterans, will be the valuable experience gained in several clost
losses last year.
"(Experience] will help us out sc
much, especially compared to last
year," Jaworski said. "The games wt
lost by one or two runs last year will
be a lot different this year; we should
be able to win a lot of close garnet
because of it."
Another reason why Jaworski plant
to soar in 2004 is that she finally it
starting to recover from a nagging arrr
injury that has hampered her ever sinct
she arrived at JMU.
This shoulder injury is the mair
reason why Jaworski moved from hei
natural position to being inserted ir
the Dukes lineup as a designated hitter. The pain in her shoulder is sc
much that it limits her ability tc
throw the ball effectively.
Flynn attributed Jaworski's recovery
to her hard work and determination
during off-season rehabilitation.
"Through her hard work and intensity in the training room, she is finally
starting to get healthy and play first
and second base, instead of just starting
at designated hitter," Flynn said.
Jaworski, a computer informatior
systems major, is very excited to start
this new season.
"(Katie) works hard on the field and
in the classroom," Schwind said
"She is the type of player that will gel
down on herself if she knows she hasn't
done her best, but will pick up hei
teammates when one of us is down.
"She's the type of player to work
hard when nobody is watching,'
Schwind added.
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Sophomore first baseman Megan Smith
(above, right) Is preparing herself to make
strides on the Impressive season she put
together in 2003 as a freshman. Smith has
worked on her swing in the off-season in
order to help her Increase the .232 batting
average that she accumulated last year.

Smith lacing up for big season
Sophomore hopes off-season work will lead to more wins for team
BY MATT STOSS

contributing writer
The transition between the prep game
and college is difficult to make for some
and, for most, it takes at least a year to get
fully acclimated.
As a freshman last season, Megan
Smith not only played, but started in 43
of the softball team's 49 games. Only a
dislocated kneecap kept her from competing in all 49.
"It was tough coming in last year and
playing over some people who were very
good and older than me," Smith said.
"There are three of us [competing for playing time], and it just depends on hitting
[as to who is going to play]."
Smith was prepared to play for the
Dukes immediately after accumulating a
lot of experience playing year round.
Between her Park View High School team
and Amateur Athletic Union teams, it was
rare that she was not wearing a pair of
cleats. It did nothing but aid Smith's first
year success, according to head coach
Katie Flynn.
"She played for the best team in the
Northeast, if not the best in the eastern
part of the United States," Flynn said.
"She played for a very competitive team,

and there's no doubt that helped her play
as a true freshman."
However, this first baseman was not
always sporting spikes.
Before she was stretching at first base,
she was stretching onstage. Smith's first
love was dance, specifically jazz.
She began dancing when she was 7
years old and started pulling double duty,
when she started playing softball at 10
years of age, often changing in the back of
her mother's car on the way to one practice from the other.
"I've actually danced longer than I
played softball," Smith said. "That is a big
part of me, and the reason I'm able to do
some things I'm able to do."
The dance lessons not only allowed her
flexibility, but also gave her the coordination at first base that even a football player
could admire. According to Smith, 13
years of jazz did fail to afford her an
advantage in the speed category.
"[Dance] definitely helped with everything — except my speed," Smith said.
Despite her lack of speed, Smith is
very superstitious and believes that her
routines for getting ready and playing
the game are what help, her, counteract
her physcial inadequacies.
In her sophomore year of high school,

46

It's always nice to do as well
as I possibly can. And,
hopefully, I'll continue doing
what I need to do, but I really
just want us to win.
— Megan Smith
sophomore first baseman

—
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the school newspaper even printed a story
on her unfailing dedication to certain
superstitions that she thinks bring her good
fortune on the field.
With consideration for everything from
putting on her cleats, to putting up her
hair, all the way to never disturbing the
chalk of the foul line, Smith makes sure
luck is in her corner.
"I do whatever I think is working,"
Smith said. "It's crazy, but in my mind, it's
what I think does it."
And it seems to have worked. Last
year, Smith had the third most runs bat-

ted in on the team, knocking in 19, and
led the Dukes in doubles with seven.
Yet, Smith wasn't happy with her .232
batting average.
Flynn said Smith has been working on
her hitting throughout the off-season.
"She's worked hard to shorten her
swing," Flynn said. "The bottom line for
her is pitch selection. If she can lay off the
high ones that she loves so much, she'll
bat over .300."
This year, Smith just wants to visit
the outfield gaps with higher frequency by utilizing a quicker, more compact swing.
"I was letting my shoulder fly out
and popping up a little too much,"
Smith said. "My coach and I discovered
that my swing was a little too large so
we shortened it up so I can drive the
gaps more consistently."
Heading into her sophomore season,
Smith has an updated swing, ready to
contribute in whichever way she can with
whatever opportunity she gets.
Smith has hopes of building on her
solid freshman season.
"It's always nice to do as well as I possibly can," Smith said. "And, hopefully, I'll
continue doing what I need to do, but I
really just want us to win."
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